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JOINT FOREWORD

Welcome to the Local Policing Plan 2007-08 which sets out our priorities for delivering efficient
and effective policing to the people of Northumberland and Tyne andWear. The Plan is jointly
prepared by Northumbria Police and Northumbria Police Authority and reflects many of the
issues raised during consultation with local people over the past 12 months.

Crime has fallen in the Northumbria Force area over the last 15 years, with reported offences
falling by 37% between 1992 and 2007. We intend to build on the achievements of Total Policing
to tackle crime and disorder at all levels through:

n delivering effective levels of Protective Services to deal with serious and organised crime
and terrorism;

n developing our Neighbourhood Policing capacity, building trust and confidence across our
communities; and

n further reducing crime and disorder through a new ‘Citizen Focus’ policing style by
putting the needs of the public at the forefront of the services we deliver.

An exception to this trend of falling crime has been an increase in the number of recorded
violent offences. We accept this concerns many people, however the majority of arrests are
for less serious incidents, such as disorderly behaviour, which frontline officers will not tolerate
on your streets. This approach means more arrests and court appearances which results in more
recorded offences. More recently, we have taken the same approach on domestic violence.

We will undertake a range of activities over the year, which include:

n continuing the drive against violent crime and anti-social behaviour concentrating on
protecting more vulnerable people in our communities;

n reducing criminal damage, paying particular attention to persistent troublemakers and offenders

n making it easier for you to contact us for non-emergency help. There are now new standards
for front office opening hours and a single phone number - 08456 043 043 - which will reduce
the number of people you need to speak to before your call is resolved.

Through the effective management of our resources we will achieve these aims and maintain the
number of frontline officers and staff. We believe Northumbria Police’s history of success is due
to the commitment of it’s staff who are determined to do their best for their local communities.

This Local Policing Plan outlines the co-ordination, cohesion and focus necessary to ensure that
officers continue to deliver a high level of service. There are challenging times ahead, but the
Force and Authority remain committed to working together for the benefit of the people in
Northumberland and Tyne andWear.

Mick Henry, CBE
Chair Police Authority

Mike Craik, QPM
Chief Constable
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ABOUTTHIS PLAN

This Local Policing Plan sets out Northumbria Police’s Strategic Aims, Key Policing
Priorities andTargets for the year 2007-08.

The Plan sets out how we will further improve our services to every community in
Northumberland andTyne and Wear - it lays out our responsibility to you, and gives
you the opportunity to ensure we get it right.
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Northumbria Police is responsible for policing an area of 2,150 square miles. The area stretches
from Berwick, in the north, to Houghton-le-Spring, in the south, and from the North Sea to the
Pennines. Covering Tyne andWear and the County of Northumberland and with a resident
population of 1.4 million, this is one of the largest force areas in England andWales.

The Force is split into six geographical area commands, supported by twelve
specialist departments.

ABOUT NORTHUMBRIA POLICE

South Tyneside

Newcastle

Northumberland
SouthTyneside
Gateshead
NorthTyneside
Newcastle

Sunderland
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ABOUT NORTHUMBRIA POLICE

About Northumbria Police
As of May 1, 2007, Northumbria Police employs 4,016 police officers and 2,260 police staff,
including 255 Community Support Officers supported by 181 Special Constables.
Currently 1.4% of police officers are from minority ethnic communities and 21% of police
officers are women.

Northumbria Police is led by Chief Constable Mike Craik.

The Chief Constable is responsible for the delivery of day-to-day policing services
which includes:

n managing operational requirements;
n monitoring performance;
n allocating resources to achieve priorities;
n allocating budgets between departments and area commands;
n consulting with partners and the public;
n appointing police officers and police staff; and
n providing efficient, effective and economic policing services.

His Chief Officer team and their areas of responsibility are:

Deputy Chief Constable
David Warcup
Corporate Development, Professional Standards, Legal Services, Information Systems
and Telecommunications

Assistant Chief Constable
Susan Sim
Area Commands, Operations

Assistant Chief Constable
GregVant
Crime, Community Engagement, Force Intelligence and Information, Criminal Justice

Acting Assistant Chief Constable
Keith Mavin
Communications, Human Resources

Director of Finance and Resources
Steve Culkin
Finance, Estate, Fleet Management
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About Northumbria Police Authority
Northumbria Police Authority is an independent body, with functions laid down by an Act of
Parliament. The key task of the Authority is to secure the maintenance of an efficient and
effective police service. The Chief Constable of Northumbria Police has operational control of the
Force and is responsible for delivering the Authority’s objectives as well as those set by the Home
Secretary in the National Policing Plan and locally identified priorities.

What does the Police Authority do?
Members work collectively to monitor the policing service, issue a range of annual reports,
including this Local Policing Plan and agree the overall Force budget and policing priorities.

In order to address public priorities the Authority undertakes a Northumbria wide consultation
exercise. These findings along with other community engagement events, such as Police and
Community Forums, inform Members of the key issues within their areas.

Summary of the Authority’s key roles:

Community Engagement - Consulting local people to find out what services they want
the Force to provide then using these views to inform priority setting. The Authority
also contributes to the development of local strategies through the Crime and Disorder
Reduction Partnerships.

Planning and Performance Management - Setting clear priorities and targets, informed by
community concerns and then monitoring performance.

Resource Use and Allocation - Setting and monitoring the budget in accordance with
national and local priorities; securing an efficient police force, which effectively uses best value
practices throughout its services.

Integrity and Ethical Standards - Developing its own, and contributing to the Force’s,
policies, practices and procedures to ensure that they comply with Human Rights and
anti-discrimination legislation. The Authority also scrutinises the Force’s disciplinary arrangements.

Appointment of Chief Officers - Appointment of the Senior Command Team - including
the Chief Constable.

CustodyVisitors Scheme - Appointment of visitors from the community who monitor
procedures relating to people held in police stations.

Complaints - Monitoring complaints against individual police officers. The Authority is also
responsible for investigating complaints against the Chief Constable, Deputy Chief Constable and
Assistant Chief Constables.

NORTHUMBRIA POLICE AUTHORITY
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NORTHUMBRIA POLICE AUTHORITY

The Authority has 17 members, serving for a four-year period; nine are Councillors, appointed
to reflect the political balance of Northumbria; three are Magistrates, appointed by the
Magistrates Selection Panel and five are independent members of the public, appointed following
a rigorous selection process.

Name of Member:
Councillor E N Darke North Tyneside Council

CouncillorT Foster Sunderland City Council

Councillor M Henry (Chair) Gateshead Council

Councillor H E McAtominey South Tyneside Council

Councillor R D Napier Gateshead Council

Councillor G Cooper Newcastle City Council

Councillor W Purdue Northumberland County Council

Councillor W Shepherd Newcastle City Council

Councillor LThompson Northumberland County Council

Mr A Atkinson Magistrate

Mr D Brown Magistrate

Mr R Foster Magistrate

Mrs C Drury Independent Member

Mrs J M Guy Independent Member

Mrs J Moon Independent Member

Ms J Remnant Independent Member

Mr S Singh Independent Member

The Authority’s Mission andVision Statements
Northumbria Police Authority gives a commitment to ensuring effective and efficient policing in
its area through its mission and vision statements.

Mission
To ensure that all people living in, working in and visiting Northumbria have a police
service that promotes and protects their safety.

Vision
A police service for Northumbria in which all local people have trust and confidence.
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Northumbria Police Authority will:

n listen to local people and deal with the issues that matter to them and their community;
n be open and honest in all that we do;
n make sure that performance improves each year and tell local people about it;
n provide a police service that protects the community it serves and treats everyone fairly
regardless of who they are; and

n provide value for money.

The committees that carry out the business of the Authority are:

n full Meeting of Northumbria Police Authority;
n resource Management Committee;
n audit and Service Improvement Committee;
n complaints Committee; and
n community Engagement Committee.

There are also lead Members for key areas of Authority work:

Citizen Focus
Lead Member CouncillorT Foster
Support Member Vacant

Diversity and Equality
Lead Member Mrs J Guy
Support Member Vacant

Performance Management
Lead Member Vacant
Support Member Mr A Atkinson

Police and Community Forums
These public forums each meet a maximum of ten times a year. Chaired by a Police Authority
member and attended by local police officers, they are an opportunity for the community to
comment on local issues and highlight concerns they have with policing in their area.

Forums are held at:

n Gateshead
n Newcastle
n North Tyneside
n Northumberland
n South Tyneside
n Sunderland.

NORTHUMBRIA POLICE AUTHORITY
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OURVISION

Build trust and confidence in the
community and reduce crime
and disorder
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Our focus continues to be on local policing services. Our Strategy Plan will be constantly
reviewed to ensure it meets our aims and vision as well as fulfilling the requirements identified in
the National Policing Plan.

Underpinning the delivery of this Local Policing Plan is ‘Total Policing’.

Total Policing
Through Total Policing we will ensure the Force remains one of the best in the country and
Northumbria one of the safest regions. We aim to deliver the high standards of service the
public rightly expect from us, while continually increasing the number of crimes detected and
offenders brought to justice. This will be achieved by building more effective leadership and
support for frontline policing.

Three areas are critical to the continuing success of Total Policing in Northumbria:

n delivering effective Protective Services;
n developing Neighbourhood Policing to build the trust and confidence of our communities; and
n improving our Citizen Focus to provide better, more accessible services and to further reduce
crime and disorder.

Several key supporting areas help to make this happen:

Leadership - giving clear direction and support to officers and police staff to ensure
everything they do matches the strategic aims and improves performance.

Performance Management - a corporate performance management framework ensures
activity reflects our strategic aims and holds our performance to account.

Marketing - taking every opportunity to engage with local people and share information,
providing reassurance about the Force’s effectiveness.

Training - ensuring we can respond to changing situations by having the right people in the
right posts, trained to the highest standard.

Partnerships - continuing to build strong effective partnerships, working with key partners such
as Crime and Disorder Reduction Partnerships (CDRPs) and the Northumbria Criminal Justice
Board, to achieve Force aims.

Delivering Effective Protective Services
A police force must be capable of protecting the public, which can mean helping the most
vulnerable members of society or dealing with major civil emergencies and terrorist incidents.
These policing activities are known as Protective Services.

OURVISION
Build trust and confidence in the community and reduce crime and disorder
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OURVISION
Build trust and confidence in the community and reduce crime and disorder

The Force and the Police Authority have reviewed the key requirements needed to ensure
Northumbria Police can act as a strategic force in providing Protective Services, as well as
assessing the costs involved.

The services covered in this review are listed below:

n serious and organised crime;
n major crime;
n counter terrorism and domestic extremism;
n civil contingencies;
n critical incident management;
n strategic roads policing;
n public order;
n professional standards; and
n protecting vulnerable people.

Developing Neighbourhood Policing
As well as delivering a full range of Protective Services to an exceptional standard, the Force and
the Police Authority are also committed to providing a high quality policing service for local
communities through Neighbourhood Policing.

Neighbourhood Policing is based on the police and partners working together to tackle the issues
local people have identified as priorities. It is vital that local people work with us to improve the
quality of life in their area.

Working with partners and community members we have defined neighbourhoods, usually
geographical areas. The size of these is dependent upon the needs of local communities and the
diversity of the people who live within them.

A Neighbourhood Policing Team can be made up of Police Officers, Community Support Officers
(CSOs), CommunityWardens, Special Constables and partners all working together. We aim to
provide a ‘Neighbourhood Policing Model’ which delivers a consistent level of service but is
flexible enough to meet the needs of individual neighbourhoods.

The Neighbourhood Policing model will make more effective use of CSOs by building on
existing skills and developing working methods, enhancing the delivery of our services locally.
This will bring investigation and community policing closer together to create Neighbourhood
Policing Teams, which are locally recognisable, have clarity of purpose and clear lines of supervision.

For more details about the plans for Neighbourhood Policing, see page 25 under the
Strategic Aim to ‘Increase Public ConfidenceWithin Our Diverse Community’.
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Improving Our Citizen Focus
Citizen Focus will change the way in which people think of policing and community safety.
We want people to feel that the criminal justice system puts them first with their needs and
expectations taken into account when we make decisions about how our services are delivered.

Fundamentally this means delivering our vision of building trust and confidence and reducing crime
and disorder.

More specifically, we have identified the following activities as being at the heart of providing a
citizen-focused service to the public, especially victims and witnesses, which responds to the
needs of individuals and communities and inspires confidence in the police by:

n improving the way we interact with local people and our partners, such as enabling local
communities to trigger action by the relevant agencies to deal with persistent problems of
crime and disorder;

n creating a diverse workforce which represents and understands the communities it serves; and

n making it easier to contact the police and be kept informed, so the public receives a high
quality service.

The actions identified under each of our strategic aims in the remainder of this document show
how we will ensure Citizen Focus is central to everything we do and is reflected in performance
and accountability frameworks.

Partnerships
Our policing aims cannot be achieved in isolation. Over the past year Northumbria Police has
worked in partnership with many other agencies to reduce crime and disorder.

Much of this work contributes to the Local Area Agreements (LAA) across Northumbria.
An LAA is a three-year agreement which sets the priorities for a specific area. The LAAs are
structured around four areas: children and young people, safer and stronger communities, healthier
communities and older people, economic development and enterprise. An LAA is agreed between
the Government and the Local Strategic Partnership (LSP).

LSPs are established by local authorities to bring together the public, business, community and
voluntary sectors. LSPs are different in each area and suit the specific needs of their community.

There are 12 Crime and Disorder Reduction Partnerships (CDRPs) in Northumbria, made up of
representatives from the police, local authority, Government Office North East, the fire service and
local Primary Care Trust.

OURVISION
Build trust and confidence in the community and reduce crime and disorder
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OURVISION
Build trust and confidence in the community and reduce crime and disorder

The CDRPs aim to build strong working relationships which improve community safety.
Each CDRP has its own crime and disorder strategy based on statistics, local and national
research, information from a wide range of local authority services, government statistics, and data
from the Drug and Alcohol Teams and treatment providers, along with the experience of local
communities.By identifying significant issues in their own areas, the partnerships are able to direct
activity to reduce local crime, disorder and substance misuse.

Other Partnerships
The Local Criminal Justice Board (LCJB) is a partnership involving a range of agencies in the
criminal justice system, including the police, probation service, Crown Prosecution Service and
services for young offenders.

Northumbria LCJB manages performance targets through six local delivery groups, five
permanent Sub-Groups and SpecialistWorking Groups. Each group sends a performance report
to the Home Office, making local performance visible and accountable at a national level.
Northumbria LCJB is responsible for delivering a wide range of criminal justice targets.
The LCJB’s principal target is to bring more offences to justice and Northumbria has exceeded
this year’s target.

Workforce Modernisation
Workforce Modernisation is about creating a flexible and dynamic workforce capable of
delivering a level of service fit for the 21st century. The aim is to increase effectiveness,
productivity and visibility to meet service demands and improve public confidence as outlined in
the Chief Constable's vision.

This means:

n further modernisation to reinforce Neighbourhood Policing and build a more responsive
citizen focused police service;

n increased use of police staff, putting officers back on the front line which also maximises
the effectiveness of CSOs;

n enhancing and professionalising the roles of police officers and staff;
n opening the service to new talent – by entry for those with valuable skills at levels
above constable;

n strengthening leadership at all levels; and
n making faster progress on diversity.

These aims will enable the Force to increase:

n efficiency, capacity, capability and performance levels;
n effectiveness, productivity, visibility and impact;
n public confidence; and
n flexibility of officers and staff to match resources to changing demand.
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The result is a force attracting a diverse range of high quality people and removing cultural and

structural barriers to entry and progression.

Diversity
The Force and the Police Authority are committed to delivering equality in both the workplace
and in service delivery.

To ensure our workforce and service delivery is equal and representative, we incorporate
diversity into everything we do. This will mean no-one is advantaged or disadvantaged
by their race, disability, gender, sexual orientation, religion or age.

To achieve this we are developing policies and procedures which:

n eliminate unlawful discrimination and harassment;
n promote equality of opportunity; and
n cultivate positive relationships between us and the community we serve.

For further information onWorkforce Modernisation and Diversity, please refer to page 76 and

Strategic Aim 7; ‘Creation of a Diverse, Effective and FlexibleWorkforce’.

The Human Resource Strategy and Costed Plan 2005-08
The Human Resource (HR) Strategy determines how we will provide the learning and support
necessary to develop a well trained and motivated workforce which is representative of the
communities we serve.

The Strategy, delivered through both the Annual Costed Human Resource and Training Delivery
Plans, sets out key HR priorities for the Force.

The CostedTraining Plan
The Costed Training Plan demonstrates our commitment to respond to increasingly diverse training
needs and ensures training resources are used to maximum effect.

The Training Unit achieved the Investors In People Standard in 2005, which ties training needs to
the Force’s long term aims. We are now preparing for assessment in 2007.

During 2007-08 a range of training and development initiatives will be introduced to meet
specific needs identified by:

n operational need;
n legislative or procedural change;
n key objectives and local priorities outlined in the Local Policing Plan;
n role requirement;
n identified development needs;
n customer consultation; and
n national drivers.

OURVISION
Build trust and confidence in the community and reduce crime and disorder
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OURVISION
Build trust and confidence in the community and reduce crime and disorder

The delivery plan will be aligned to the priority areas of the National Learning
Requirement 2007-08.

Procurement
The procurement processes used by the Force and the Police Authority ensure goods
and services from contractors and suppliers represent the best value for money and standard
of service.

The Police Authority applies the principles of the Cabinet Office Statement of Practice on Staff
Transfers in the Public Sector. Any service provider is required to demonstrate its support for
these principles and a willingness to work with the Police Authority to implement them fully.
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Our vision is for local police officers to work more closely with communities and partner
agencies across the region reducing levels of crime and anti-social behaviour and ensuring more
crimes are brought to justice creating safer, stronger communities. To deliver this vision we have
identified a number of key activities. These key activities are our strategic aims.

These strategic aims are influenced by:

n National priorities for policing and community safety set out in the
National Community Safety Plan (NCSP), informed by legislation and national policy;

n Priorities set by our partners at a strategic and local level;
n Community priorities determined through consultation, engagement and feedback; and
n Crime trends and performance.

National Priorities for Policing and Community Safety
Our vision needs to reflect the national priorities for policing set by the Home Secretary.
The NCSP 2006-09 provides guidance to Government departments throughout England and
Wales, including the Police, Local Authorities, Primary Care Trusts, Fire Services and other public
sector bodies. It outlines how each organisation should provide its services through a more
co-ordinated partnership approach.

The NCSP includes six priorities:

n making communities stronger and more effective;
n further reducing crime and anti-social behaviour and building a culture of respect;
n creating safer environments;
n protecting the public and building confidence;
n improving people’s lives so they are less likely to commit offences or re-offend; and
n preventing extremism and counteracting terrorism.

The NCSP also contains specific priorities for policing:

n reduction of overall crime by 15% by 2007–08 and further in high crime areas,
with a focus on violent and drug and alcohol related crime;

n the successful introduction of Neighbourhood Policing Teams by April 2008;
n to improve the delivery of justice by increasing the number of crimes for which an offender
is brought to justice to 1.25 million by 2007-08;

n strengthening public protection by increasing capacity and capability for dealing with
serious and organised crime;

n preventing extremism and counteracting terrorism; and
n supporting development and delivery of a range of officially agreed outcomes in relation
to community safety through LAAs.

SETTING OUR STRATEGIC AIMS
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SETTING OUR STRATEGIC AIMS

Key Pieces of Legislation

In addition to the NCSP, our plans have been influenced by a range of national
legislation including:

The Police and Justice Act 2006 - intended to help build safer communities by driving
forward key elements of the Government’s police reform programme and measures contained in
the Respect Action Plan.

The Serious and Organised Crime Act 2005 - principally aimed at creating the
Serious Organised Crime Agency.

The Fraud Act 2006 - this Act replaces the existing complicated array of deception offences.
These offences have proved inadequate to tackle the wide range of possible fraudulent activity
today or keep pace with rapidly developing technology.

The Local Government Bill - which proposes devolving the making of by-laws to councils,
giving them powers to enforce these through fixed-penalty notices.

The Offender Management Bill - proposes allowing the Home Secretary to use private firms
to deal with tackling re-offenders and strengthening the offence of bringing articles
into prisons.

TheViolent Crime Reduction Act 2006 - gives the Police new powers to tackle violent
crimes involving knives and imitation firearms.

Priorities Set by Our Partners
Our Strategic Aims are developed with the priorities and requirements of our partners in mind,
particularly those of the CDRPs. Each CDRP has identified key targets and priorities based upon
the needs of their own communities. In supporting LSPs to deliver LAAs, we focus on the Safer
and Stronger Communities element, and where appropriate other strands of the LAA, for example
Children andYoung People.

Community Priorities
It is by talking to and listening to the people of Northumberland and Tyne andWear that we can
focus on their needs and priorities.
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We use a variety of different methods to seek these views.

Quality of Service Questionnaires
Consultation is undertaken with a sample of people who have reported a crime or incident to the
police. This includes house burglary, vehicle crime, violent crime, road traffic collisions, anti-social
behaviour and racist incidents. The questionnaires ask people how satisfied they are
with the level of service received in relation to:

n ease of contacting the police;
n action taken;
n being kept informed of progress;
n treatment by police officers and staff; and
n overall feelings about the service provided.

This information is used to ensure we develop and improve services to local people.
Details of how satisfied respondents were in 2006-07 and our future targets can be found on
page 30 and 31.

Residents’ Surveys
In October 2005, Northumbria Police Authority commissioned a face-to-face survey with a
representative sample of over 1,900 residents across Northumbria. The survey asked local
people about a wide range of issues relating to policing and the fear of crime.

In addition, in November 2006, Northumbria Police conducted a postal survey of 32,508
people to determine views at a neighbourhood level to support the delivery of
neighbourhood policing. The response rate was 53% with more than 17,000 responses.

The survey clearly identified the top public priority as being:
n teenagers hanging around on the street.

The next two priorities were:
n rubbish or litter lying around; and
n vandalism, graffiti and other deliberate damage to property or vehicles.

Other, lower priority, concerns included:
n people using or dealing drugs;
n burglaries;
n people being drunk or rowdy in public places;
n inconsiderate parking; and
n car crime and other motoring offences.

This information confirms the need for us to work very closely with partners, such as local councils.
It is being used to shape current and future priorities at both force and neighbourhood levels.
We have also ensured that dealing with anti-social behaviour, criminal damage and vehicle crime are
key priorities at Force and area command levels and we have set clear reduction targets for both.

SETTING OUR STRATEGIC AIMS
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SETTING OUR STRATEGIC AIMS

Northumbria Police Authority Citizens Panel
The Authority’s Citizens Panel consists of 3,000 residents from across Northumberland and
Tyne andWear who have expressed an interest in being involved in consultation. To date,
panel members have provided their views on a number of issues at focus groups and by
postal questionnaires.

Some of the issues we have consulted on in the last year include:

n force policing priorities;
n force budget for 2007-08;
n local policing summary; and
n disability and gender equality schemes 2006-09.

Work continues to help ensure panel membership is representative of the communities across
Northumberland and Tyne andWear.

Police and Community Forum Groups
Northumbria Police Authority holds regular Forums throughout the Force area. These meetings
give communities the opportunity to discuss issues of concern and talk to Police Authority
members and local senior police officers.

Specialist Consultation and Community Engagement
Northumbria Police consults specialist groups in the form of Independent Advisory Groups.
Members of these groups are volunteers with specific knowledge and experience of diverse issues
such as ethnicity and faith, sexuality, disability and the needs of young people. We aim to improve
public confidence and openness between Northumbria Police and local communities, by seeking
advice from all sections of the community.

CrimeTrends and Performance
As well as considering local and national issues it is important that the expertise of staff and
knowledge about the organisation is used to review crime trends and performance and to support
service planning.

These include:

n a Strategic Assessment, which provides an overview of crime and disorder issues in
Northumberland and Tyne andWear;

n a Control Strategy derived from the Strategic Assessment;
n an Organisational Assessment, which reviews the processes supporting frontline policing;
n force performance figures obtained from the Baseline Assessment and the Policing
Performance Assessment Framework; and

n analysis of internal and external inspections and audits.
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Following the comprehensive review process outlined earlier in this Plan,
Northumbria Police’s seven Strategic Aims are as follows:

1. Increase public confidence within our diverse community.

2. Reduce crime and anti-social behaviour.

3. Increase the number of offences brought to justice.

4. Increase the number of offences detected.

5. Increase safety and reduce criminal activity on our roads.

6. Tackle serious and organised crime and terrorism.

7. Create a diverse, effective and flexible workforce.

For 2007-08 we have established five Key Policing Priorities. These are shorter-term issues
within the seven broader strategic aims reflecting local concerns and an internal assessment of
crime trends. Success against these priorities is measured by performance indicators under a
‘Local Performance Indicators Domain’.

Key Policing Priorities for 2007-08

Violent Crime - particularly focusing on crimes, which result in serious injuries.

Anti-Social Behaviour - reducing incidents, such as rowdy inconsiderate behaviour by youths
and adults.

Criminal Damage - reducing offences known to be of great concern to local
communities including graffiti, broken windows and arson.

Harm Reduction - tackling things which damage individuals, localities or communities.

Tackling Named Offenders - focusing on dealing with the small number of offenders
responsible for the majority of criminal offences.

STRATEGIC AIMS &
KEY POLICING PRIORITIES 2007-08
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HOW PERFORMANCE IS MANAGED

Policing Performance Assessment Framework
The Policing Performance Assessment Framework (PPAF) is a performance management tool
measuring and comparing the performance of police forces in England andWales.

Assessments are made covering the full range of policing activity, with a focus on local policing
issues within seven areas or ‘domains’:

Citizen Focus - reflecting satisfaction with service delivery, trust, confidence and fairness.

Reducing Crime - activities to prevent and reduce crime.

Investigating Crime - activities to solve crimes and bring offenders to justice.

Promoting Public Safety - promoting public safety and reducing anti-social behaviour.

Providing Assistance - responding to general requests for assistance and support.

Resource Use - levels of resources and their deployment.

Local Policing Domain - performance around local priorities.

CITIZEN FOCUS

RESOURCE USE

REDUCING
CRIME

INVESTIGATING
CRIME

PROMOTING
SAFETY

PROVIDING
ASSISTANCE

LOCAL POLICING DOMAIN
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ForceTarget Setting
Targets are set to achieve continuous improvement on past performance and to contribute
towards the achievement of national priorities and targets. This approach takes the previous year’s
performance and Most Similar Family (MSF)* comparisons into account ensuring targets are
challenging and realistic.

The National Community Safety Plan sets out Public Service Agreement (PSA) targets which
police forces are expected to meet in relation to community safety issues.

The 2006-09 plan sets four targets for the Police Service.

n To reduce crime by 15%, and further in high crime areas, by 2007–08.
n To reassure the public, reducing the fear of crime and anti-social behaviour, and building
confidence in the Criminal Justice System.

n To reduce the harm caused by illegal drugs, including substantially increasing the number of
drug-misusing offenders entering treatment through the Criminal Justice System.

n To improve the delivery of justice by increasing the number of crimes for which an offender is
brought to justice to 1.25 million by 2007–08.

Monitoring
The Police Authority has a responsibility to monitor the Force’s performance. This is done
through formal reports to Police Authority committee meetings, and ensures that members
scrutinise current performance and challenge future targets.

Local Policing Domain
The Local Policing Domain contains indicators specific to Northumbria and measures
local priorities. These indicators were developed as a result of:

n community consultation;
n the Force Control Strategy;
n the need for continuous improvement;
n performance against MSF; and
n a review of CDRP plans.

In support of the Key Policing Priorities, described on page 21, the Force has identified particular local
measures and targets for 2007-08 and these are included in the tables following each Strategic Priority.

External Assessment
Baseline Assessment is a major review of the Force conducted each year by Her Majesty’s Inspector
of Constabulary (HMIC). It brings together a range of quantitative and qualitative information which
allows HMIC to compile a comprehensive assessment of each force’s performance in seven key
policing areas. - reducing crime, investigating crime, promoting safety, providing assistance, citizen focus,
resource use and local policing.

*Most Similar Forces (MSF) – Forces with similar geographic, demographic and socio-economic characteristics. Northumbria’s MSF
includes Cleveland, Merseyside, West Midlands, Greater Manchester, South Yorkshire and WestYorkshire.

HOW PERFORMANCE IS MANAGED
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HOW PERFORMANCE IS MANAGED

A ‘Good’ grading means the Force is performing better than its MSF of forces and an ‘Excellent’
grading means significantly better performance. Each grade is also accompanied by an indication of
the direction of travel, i.e. deteriorated, stable or improved.

Northumbria’s grades for 2005-06 are detailed in the table below and the direction of travel indicates
improvement, with the exception of Local Policing which remains stable.

Baseline Assessment Gradings for 2005-06

This assessment identified Northumbria Police as one of the top performing forces
in the country.

Other external inspections carried out in 2006-07 were the:

n Audit Commission review of the police use of resources;
n Audit of the Authority's financial statements;
n Police Crime and Standards Directorate assessment based on HMIC inspections; and
n Home Office Review on the Neighbourhood Policing Programme.

The assessments highlighted areas for improvement and we are already acting on these.
HMIC now customises the extent of inspections of individual forces according to recent
performance. There is still a need for Northumbria and all other forces to build on
performance and to improve service delivery. HMIC is therefore focusing inspections on
Neighbourhood Policing, Protecting Vulnerable People, Performance Management and other
protective services such as Serious and Organised Crime, Major Crime and Strategic Roads Policing.

The HMIC Assessment of each force will be published with gradings in October 2007.

Area

Reducing crime

Investigating crime

Promoting safety

Providing assistance

Citizen Focus

Resource use

Local policing

Grading

Excellent

Good

Good

Good

Good

Excellent

Excellent

Direction of Travel

Improved

Improved

Improved

Improved

Improved

Improved

Stable
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Increase Public Confidence
Within Our Diverse Community

STRATEGIC AIM 1
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STRATEGIC AIM 1
Increase Public ConfidenceWithin Our Diverse Community

Why is this a priority?
Since 1997 every British Crime Survey has reported a decrease in crime. However, this does not
necessarily have an impact upon how people feel within their communities. Environmental issues,
disorder and other types of crime can change the way people think or feel about their
neighbourhood, and also affect how they live.

Public confidence is an essential element of effective policing. Our own consultation has shown
local people expect a police service which responds effectively to their needs and expectations.
This means improving all contact with the police and rolling out a Neighbourhood Policing
approach to everybody who requires our services. This approach is expected to result in greater
reassurance and confidence within each neighbourhood through better communication, leading to
us making better policing decisions.

Our overall Baseline Grade 2005-06 for the Citizen Focus domain was Good and Improved.
Within this overall grade we achieved.
n Good and Improved for Fairness and Equality.
n Good and Improved for Customer Service and Accessibility.

Our overall grade for the Providing Assistance domain was Good and Improved
Within this grade we achieved.
n Good and Improved for Contact Management.

Our overall grade for the Local Policing Domain was Excellent and Stable
Within this grade we achieved.
n Good and Stable for Neighbourhood Policing.

Within the area of increasing public confidence we have identified
two themes as being crucial to achieving this aim:

1. Neighbourhood Policing.
2. Making it easier to contact us.

Neighbourhood Policing
Neighbourhood Policing is specifically aimed at increasing public confidence, promoting
public safety and reducing crime and disorder. To this end, all Neighbourhood Policing
activity looks to address the concerns of local communities. The concept of
Neighbourhood Policing is strongly supported by the Government with the aim of

How have we been assessed?
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providing recognisable and dedicated Neighbourhood Policing teams across the country.
Each team is responsible for listening to and developing new relationships with the public.
We are continuing to develop Neighbourhood Policing across the Force and, through the
creation of a Neighbourhood Policing Model, we will ensure its delivery is consistent and with
every team having the necessary skills to address and solve a range of problems.

What have we been doing (2006-07 at a glance)?

n with the help of the public and our partners, we have agreed neighbourhood boundaries
and identified areas where Neighbourhood Policing Teams will operate; and

n we have agreed plans to link NeighbourhoodWatch more closely with Neighbourhood
Policing Teams and will promote NeighbourhoodWatch to coincide with its’
25th anniversary.

Between July 2005, and May 2006, there was a 40% reduction in anti-social behaviour and
youth disorder related incidents in key hot spots in and aroundWallsend. Part of this
reduction can be attributed to Sergeant MalWallace and the Neighbourhood Policing Team
forWallsend. SergeantWallace’s commitment and drive to produce innovative solutions and
initiatives has resulted in him being named as National Community Officer of theYear.

Examples of his initiatives include.

n Solving local problems by daily contact with local housing managers.

n Using his expertise in anti-social behaviour issues to make nominations for tenancy
enforcement,Acceptable Behaviour Agreements and Anti-Social Behaviour Orders (ASBOs)
with local partners.

n Excellent use of Community Support Officers (CSOs) and Special Constabulary to achieve
results for the community.

n Creation of a specific learning programme for young offenders.

In Ashington, officers responded to the problem of motorbike nuisance with the ‘Fed Up’
campaign. The Neighbourhood Team through leafleting, intelligence gathering and
enforcement has increased public awareness of this kind of anti-social behaviour and made
offenders more aware of the impact their actions have on the community.

STRATEGIC AIM 1
Increase Public ConfidenceWithin Our Diverse Community

Examples of Police Action
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STRATEGIC AIM 1
Increase Public ConfidenceWithin Our Diverse Community

What will we do next?
We will build on the success of citizen-focused Neighbourhood Policing Teams. Each team will
listen to the needs of the individual as well as the community and will work closely with local
councillors and other partners.

Our aim is to continually improve:

n access to policing services, through a named single point of contact
(the Neighbourhood Inspector);

n the way in which local people can influence policing;
n effective intervention through joint actions with partners and communities; and
n answers through long-term solutions and feedback.

By delivering dedicated and accessible Neighbourhood Policing we will increase the public’s
confidence and pride in neighbourhoods.

Making it Easier to Contact Us
It is essential Northumbria Police can be contacted easily, with officers and staff within the Force
accessible to the public when necessary. The HMIC review of police accessibility ‘Open all Hours’,
highlighted our existing communication system is of a very high standard. However, gaps were
identified, particularly around phone call handling. We have accepted the Review’s recommendations
and are now making changes to the way in which public contact is managed. We have developed a
Single Call Resolution Model, which seeks to provide a response to calls at the first point of contact
with the police taking away the need for the caller to be passed to someone else.

We have also worked with our local authority partners to pilot a 101 system, which allows the public
to report anti-social behaviour and community safety issues to both the police and local authorities.
This has improved the accessibility of services and allows a single call to generate a co-ordinated
response by several partners.

What have we been doing (2006-07 at a glance)?
101- In July 2006, Northumbria Police along with all 12 local councils across Northumberland and
Tyne andWear was one of the first partnerships in the country to pilot a non-emergency number -101.

This gives the public direct access to the services they need in relation to:

n vandalism, graffiti and other deliberate damage to property;
n noisy neighbours;
n intimidation and harassment;
n abandoned vehicles;
n rubbish and litter, including fly tipping;
n people being drunk or rowdy in public places;
n drug related anti-social behaviour; and
n street lighting.
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In the first week 101 went live 1,500 calls were taken, with noise nuisance, graffiti and vandalism
being the main issues. About 300 to 400 calls are now made to the 101 system daily.
When asked, 86% of users were satisfied with the service received. The system has also lead to
service improvements such as an expansion of Newcastle Council’s ‘NightWatch’ noise service to
a 24/7 service.

Simplifying Contact - To simplify contacting Northumbria Police, a single low cost telephone
number - 08456 043 043 - has been introduced replacing 16 numbers. We have also installed
new systems allowing better routing and monitoring of calls. Call handlers will aim to resolve the
call the first time they speak to the caller rather than passing the call onto someone else to deal
with. This will result in more positive outcomes from single calls, enhancing confidence and
satisfaction in the way in which the Force handles calls and improving the quality of information that
the public provides.

Between April 2006 and December, 2006* we answered 94.30% of all non-emergency calls within 30
seconds (including lost calls). The existing 16 exchange numbers will still be available but are gradually
being phased out as demand subsides. This will not affect the service provided in any way.

999 - The 999 system is used by the public to contact the police in an emergency and we continue
to maintain our effectiveness in providing this crucial service. Between April 2006, and March 2007,
92.68% of calls were answered in less than 10 seconds; and 99.99 % of all calls answered within
two minutes.

Dedicated help-lines - Northumbria Police is focusing on reducing domestic violence.
The ‘End the Silence’ campaign is supported by a dedicated helpline 0800 066 5555 giving
victims of domestic violence an easier route to reporting incidents of abuse.

What will we do next?
There will be an improvement in the speed and efficiency of call handling and callers will have direct
access to policing resources through the neighbourhood inspectors in their area. A new
communications system and the Single Call Resolution Model are examples of new technology that will
improve and expand our services over the next 12 months.

Contact Management Unit -We are establishing a Contact Management Unit at the Force
Communication Centre. In creating this unit we are seeking to meet the National Quality of Service
Commitment and the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) national call handling standards.

*Data regarding non urgent calls after December 2006 was lost due to an upgrade to the Northumbria Police telephone
network which is due to be completed soon.

STRATEGIC AIM 1
Increase Public ConfidenceWithin Our Diverse Community
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STRATEGIC AIM 1
Increase Public ConfidenceWithin Our Diverse Community

This unit will mean that:

n advice will be provided to the public where appropriate at the first point of contact;
n there will be a central point of access for the public to contact a specific officer; and
n there will be an improvement to quality and consistency in service.

We will address recommendations from the HMIC report on ‘Beyond the Call’ which was
published in March 2007. Further initiatives will be implemented to improve services for the deaf
and hard of hearing.

We aim to increase the satisfaction of all the people who contact us and have set clear
targets for improvement.The chart below illustrates satisfaction of and targets for victims
who are subject to house burglary, violent crime, vehicle crime and road traffic collisions
(RTCs) in relation to:

n making contact with the police;
n action taken by the police;
n being kept informed about progress;
n treatment by staff; and
n overall service provided.
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This graph shows how satisfaction with Northumbria Police has increased in all six Area
Commands over the last two years. We aim to continue this trend of increasing satisfaction.

Local Police Stations - Opening hours will be extended or reinstated at several police
stations. Those with a history of few customers will no longer provide a front office service but
will remain operational. Instead, alternative methods of contact will be put in place including
emergency contact phones outside stations, allowing access to 999 services or staff inside.
Staff are being redeployed to provide a better service at busier stations. The minimum standards
introduced for front offices will be:

n customer service training for staff;
n improved information about opening hours;
n defined levels of service provision;
n standard signage; and
n improvements to buildings and access.

This will help Northumbria Police to deliver citizen-focused policing and allow us to meet the full
requirements of the National Quality of Service Commitment.
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STRATEGIC AIM 1
Increase Public ConfidenceWithin Our Diverse Community
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STRATEGIC AIM 1
Increase Public ConfidenceWithin Our Diverse Community

Performance andTargets
Performance information contributes to a range of statutory (SPI) and local performance
indicators (LPI).The indicators that are used to measure the increase in public confidence in our
communities are shown in the table.

Indicator Indicator Period Previous year Current year Target Target Target Target
Number Performance Performance 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10

2005-06* 2006-07

Satisfaction of 
victims of Satisfied: Satisfied:
domestic 91.7%+/-1.2% 90.6%+/-1.3%
burglary, violent 

SPI 1a crime, vehicle Apr-Mar To increase To increase To increase To increase 
crime and road by 0.5% by 1.0% by 1.0% by 1.0%
traffic collisions: Very Satisfied: Very Satisfied:
making contact 73.4%+/-1.9% 73.0%+/-2.0%
with the police

Satisfaction of 
victims of Satisfied: Satisfied:
domestic 78.4%+/-1.3% 81.8%+/-1.3%
burglary, violent 

SPI 1b crime, vehicle Apr-Mar To increase To increase To increase To increase
crime and road by 1.3% by 1.4% by 1.4% by 1.4%
traffic collisions: Very Satisfied: Very Satisfied:
action taken by 58.7%+/-1.6% 63.0%+/-1.7%
the police

Satisfaction of 
victims of Satisfied: Satisfied:
domestic 59.9%+/-1.6% 67.6%+/-1.7%
burglary, violent 

SPI 1c crime, vehicle Apr-Mar To increase To increase To increase To increase
crime and road by 2.4% by 2.1% by 2.1% by 2.1%
traffic collisions:
being kept
informed of 
progress

Satisfaction of 
victims of Satisfied: Satisfied:
domestic 89.2%+/-1.0% 91.2%+/-1.0%
burglary,

SPI 1d violent crime, Apr-Mar To increase To increase To increase To increase
vehicle crime by 0.7% by 1.6% by 1.6% by 1.6% 
and road traffic 
collisions:
treatment by 
staff

Satisfaction of 
victims of 
domestic 
burglary,
violent crime,

SPI 1e vehicle crime Apr-Mar To increase To increase To increase To increase
and road traffic by 0.9% by 1.5% by 1.5% by 1.5%
collisions:
overall
service
provided
(see next page for
Area Command
results)

* Following new HO guidance regarding the calculation of satisfaction data , the figures for 2005-06 have been recalculated
to ensure comparisons with 2006-07 are accurate  

Very Satisfied:
41.9%+/-1.6%

Very Satisfied:
48.8%+/-1.8%

Very Satisfied:
74.1%+/-1.4%

Very Satisfied:
77.8%+/-1.5%

Satisfied:
80.1%+/-1.3%

Satisfied:
82.8%+/-1.3%

Very Satisfied:
62.2%+/-1.5%

Very Satisfied:
64.7%+/-1.7%

Annual target has been met or exceeded.

Annual target has been missed, however performance has improved on the previous year.

Annual target has been missed and performance has not improved on the previous year or when
no target has been set; a deterioration on last year.

Applies to indicators where it is not appropriate to set a target or where data is not available.
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Indicator Indicator Period Previous year Current year Target Target Target Target
Number Performance Performance 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10

2005-06 2006-07

Satisfied: Satisfied:
78.9%+/-3.0% 81.8%+/-3.0%

Sunderland Apr-Mar
Very Satisfied: Very Satisfied:
58.8%+/-3.8% 65.9%+/-3.7%

Satisfied: Satisfied:
81.3%+/-3.5% 82.5%+/-3.9% 

South Tyneside Apr-Mar
Very Satisfied: Very Satisfied:
63.0%+/-4.3% 61.9%+/-5.0% 

Satisfied: Satisfied:
75.9%+/-3.4% 81.6%+/-3.6% 

Gateshead Apr-Mar
Very Satisfied: Very Satisfied:
61.7%+/-3.8% 63.1%+/-4.5% Target only

SPI 1e set at force
Satisfied: Satisfied: level

80.2%+/-3.4% 83.0%+/-3.7% 
North Tyneside Apr-Mar

Very Satisfied: Very Satisfied:
61.6%+/-4.1% 65.0%+/-4.6%

Satisfied: Satisfied:
80.6%+/-2.9% 83.2%+/-2.5%

Newcastle Apr-Mar
Very Satisfied: Very Satisfied:
62.7%+/-3.6% 63.2%+/-3.3%

Satisfied: Satisfied:
83.7%+/-2.8% 85.3%+/-3.1%

Northumberland Apr-Mar
Very Satisfied: Very Satisfied:
65.2%+/-3.6% 69.6%+/-4.2%

SPI 2a Jan-Dec

SPI 3a Apr-Mar

SPI 3b (i) Apr-Mar

Using the 
British Crime
Survey, the % of
people who
think their local
police do 
a good job.

Satisfied:
56.0%+/-3.9%

Satisfied:
58.3%+/-3.9%

To increase
by 0.5%

To increase
by 0.5%

To increase
by 0.5%

To increase
by 0.7%

To increase
by 0.7%

To increase
by 0.7%

To increase
by 1.8%

To increase
by 1.8%

To increase
by 1.8%

To increase
by 2.5%

To increase
by 2.5%

To increase
by 2.5%

To increase
by 1.5%

To increase
by 1.5%

To increase
by 1.5%

To increase
by 1.9%

To increase
by 1.9%

To increase
by 1.9%

To increase
by 0.5%

To increase
by 0.5%

To increase
by 0.5%

To increase
by 0.5%

Satisfaction of
victims of racist
incidents:
overall service
provided

Satisfied:
78.0%+/-5.7%

Very Satisfied:
55.9%+/-6.8%

Very Satisfied:
59.0%+/-6.6%

Satisfied:
77.1%+/-5.6% To increase

by 0.4%
To increase

by 0.4%
To increase

by 0.4%
To increase

by 0.4%

Satisfaction
From SPI 1(e),
comparison of
satisfaction for
white users with
respect to the
overall service
provided

Satisfied:
79.2%+/-3.2%

Satisfied:
62.7%+/-3.6%

Satisfied:
81.6%+/-3.1%

Very Satisfied:
65.4%+/-3.5%

To reduce
the gap by

1.0%
From SPI 1 (e),
comparison of
satisfaction from
users from visible
minority ethnic
groups with
respect to the
overall service
provided

Satisfied:
77.1%+/-5.6%

Satisfied:
55.5%+/-6.6%

Satisfied:
82.6%+/-4.6%

Very Satisfied:
54.6%+/-6.8%

To reduce
the gap by

1.1%

To reduce
the gap by

1.1%

To reduce
the gap by

1.1%

SPI 3b (ii) Apr-Mar

STRATEGIC AIM 1
Increase Public ConfidenceWithin Our Diverse Community

+/- Confidence intervals are used to indicate the reliability of an estimate; as the measures are based on a sample rather
than the whole population. For example, a CI can be used to describe how reliable survey results are. All other things being
equal, a survey result with a small CI is more reliable than a result with a large CI.
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STRATEGIC AIM 1
Increase Public ConfidenceWithin Our Diverse Community

Indicator Indicator Period Previous year Current year Target Target Target Target
Number Performance Performance 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10

2005-06 2006-07

i)Percentage of 
PACE stop/
searches which 
lead to arrest by Apr-Mar 6.2% 19.9%
ethnicity of the 
person stopped:
Minority ethnic
persons

SPI 3c Not appropriate to set target
ii)Percentage of 
PACE stop/
searches which
lead to arrest 
by ethnicity of Apr-Mar 4.9% 14.0%
the person
stopped:
White person

Comparison of 
sanction 
detection rates 
for violence 
against the Apr-Mar 43.3% 49.6%
person offences 
by ethnicity of 
the victim:
White Person To reduce To reduce To reduce To reduce

SPI 3d the gap by the gap by the gap by the gap by
Comparison of 1% 2% 2% 2%
sanction 
detection rates 
for violence 
against the Apr-Mar 35.1% 39.7%
person offences 
by ethnicity of 
the victim:
Minority ethnic
Person 

(i) Percentage of 
people with high Jan-Dec To reduce To reduce To reduce To reduce
levels of worry by 0.5% by 0.3% by 0.3% by 0.3%
about burglary

(ii) Percentage 
of people with To reduce To reduce To reduce To reduce
high levels of by 0.8% by 0.3% by 0.3% by 0.3%

SPI 10a worry about 
car crime

(iii) Percentage  
of people with  To reduce To reduce To reduce To reduce
high levels of  by 1.0% by 0.3% by 0.3% by 0.3%
worry about  
violent crime 

Percentage of None set 
SPI 11a police officer by the

time spent on Home 
frontline duties Office

12.3%+/-2.9%

13.2%+/-4.3%

17.5%+/-4.4%

62.55% 66.32%^

10.9%+/-3.0%

11.9%+/-3.0%

15.4%+/-3.6%

71.4%

Jan-Dec

Apr-Mar

Jan-Dec

^ Data will be subject to confirmation by the Home Office
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3

~ BCS - British Crime Survey

63.5%+/-2.1%

77.6%+/-2.3%

96.5%

Apr-Mar
Increase
by 2.0%

Apr-Mar 92.7% 90.0%90.0% 90.0% 90.0%

91.9% 92.5% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0%Apr-Mar

Apr-Mar 95.0% 95.5% 95.0% 95.0% 95.0%

Jan-Dec

LPI
New

indicator for
2007-08

65.6%+/-3.4% None set
To increase

by 1%

Jan-Dec
LPI

Using the BCS~
the percentage
of people who
think the police
in their area
understand the
issues that
affect the
community

New
indicator for

2007-08
64.2%+/-4.1% None set

To increase
by 1%

95.0%

65.5%+/-2.0%

79.5%+/-2.5%

Indicator Indicator Period Previous year Current year Target Target Target Target
Number Performance Performance 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10

2005-06 2006-07

Victims of crime
being kept

LPI informed – would Apr-Mar Increase
you say you were by 2.0%
kept informed
without asking?

Attendance at
incidents – how

LPI satisfied were 
you with the
time taken for an
officer to attend?

Answer % of 
999 calls within  

LPI 10 seconds (inc-
luding lost calls) 

Percentage of all 
999 calls from 

LPI the service Apr-Mar 99.99% 99.99% 98.0% 98.0% 98.0% 98.0%
provider 
answered within 
two minutes

Respond to % 
of incidents 

LPI requiring imme-
diate response
within10 minutes
in urban areas 

Respond to % 
of incidents 

LPI requiring imme- 
diate response
within 20 minutes
in rural areas

Using the BCS,~
the percentage 
of people who 
think the police 
in their area 
treat everyone
fairly, regardless
of who they are

STRATEGIC AIM 1
Increase Public ConfidenceWithin Our Diverse Community
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STRATEGIC AIM 2

Reducing Crime and
Anti-social Behaviour
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Why is this a priority?
Local people have highlighted the impact crime, disorder and the fear of crime have on their
quality of life.

For more than 15 years we have successfully reduced overall crime and we aim to continue this
trend. The total crime figure for 2006-07 has reduced by a further 2.2% compared with
2005-06, meeting our target. The maintenance of this long-term trend clearly demonstrates our
commitment to making this region safer.

The Government continues to encourage local people and communities to get involved in
decisions affecting them, including policing matters. This is reflected in the National Community
Safety Plan 2006-09, which aims to further reduce crime and anti-social behaviour and make
communities stronger.

Our approach to tackling this is through two strategies - enforcement and prevention:

Enforcement means robustly applying the law, to challenge and bring to justice those whose
criminality and anti-social behaviour has a damaging effect on our communities. We will develop
new tactics to combat such behaviour and target persistent offenders.

STRATEGIC AIM 2
Reducing Crime and Anti-social Behaviour
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STRATEGIC AIM 2
Reducing Crime and Anti-social Behaviour

Prevention means the introduction of new initiatives and a review of existing practices to
promote and encourage the positive development of young people away from involvement in
anti-social behaviour.

Our overall Baseline Grading for the Reducing Crime Domain for 2005-06 was Excellent and
Improved.
Within this overall grade we achieved.
n Excellent and Stable for Reducing Volume Crime.

Our overall grading for Promoting Safety was Good and Improved
Within this overall grade we achieved.
n Good and Improved for Reducing Anti-Social Behaviour.
n Good and Stable for Protecting Vulnerable People.

The assessment highlighted our emphasis has been on enforcement and now more work needs
to focus on prevention.

Within the aim of reducing crime and anti-social behaviour we
have identified two key themes to focus on:

1. Neighbourhood Policing.
2. Crime Reduction.

Neighbourhood Policing
Through Neighbourhood Policing, officers will focus on identifying offenders and bringing them to
justice, particularly persistent offenders.

‘Hot spot’ locations where anti-social behaviour and crime is most common will be patrolled.
Local policing will be led by a Neighbourhood Inspector, who is responsible for a geographic area
(or sector). This Inspector will ensure the Neighbourhood Policing Teams will be better informed
about local issues and better engaged with their community. This will ensure a citizen focused
police service which strives to always be there when needed.

What have we been doing (2006-07 at a glance)?
Reducing Drunken Behaviour - A major factor in anti-social behaviour is the consumption of
alcohol and illegal drugs among young people. Northumbria Police has sought to make sure the
changes in licensing laws allowing longer drinking hours have not increased problems of
drunkenness and disorder in town centres. We will continue to support national campaigns as
well as championing our own initiatives across the region.

How have we been assessed?
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These issues have been addressed by the following methods:

n structured multi-agency licensing visits with local authority licensing officers;
n underage alcohol test-purchasing;
n confiscation of alcohol and the recording of alcohol seizures;
n proactive use of CCTV to monitor disorder and detect criminal activity; and
n patrol of the public transport and taxi system.

Reducing Anti-Social Behaviour - The majority of people who received an anti-social
behaviour intervention did not continue with their previous behaviour, bringing some respite to
the community. There is, however, a hard core of perpetrators for whom interventions have
limited impact and we will continue to target these people. As well as maximising our use of
Anti-Social Behaviour Orders we will use other interventions to assist in reducing anti-social
behaviour and increase safety in our communities.

These interventions include:

n Penalty Notices for Disorder;
n engagement of partner agencies and parents in tackling anti-social behaviour and it’s
consequential environmental effects as well as providing diversionary activities;

n targeting ‘hot spot’ areas;
n Dispersal Orders; and
n confiscation of alcohol.

n In North Tyneside officers carried out a test purchase operation with Trading Standards
where four out of eight premises were found to have sold alcohol to a 15-year-old girl.
Each member of the staff involved each received an £80 fixed penalty notice.

n In Sunderland there were nine 'Voluntary' and one 'Police' closure of licensed premises.

n In Newcastle, under 18s using fake ID cards to purchase alcohol have been targeted by
Northumbria Police.

n During 2006 there was a substantial fall in crime reported on the Metro transport system.

n From November 2006, officers have been able to disperse groups of people congregating in
Hexham town centre.

STRATEGIC AIM 2
Reducing Crime and Anti-social Behaviour

Examples of Police Action
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STRATEGIC AIM 2
Reducing Crime and Anti-social Behaviour

What will we do next?
Northumbria Police will continue to work with partners to prevent and tackle anti-social
behaviour. Much of this work will be undertaken at a local level through Neighbourhood Policing
Teams. We will use a balance of rehabilitation and tough enforcement action through Anti-Social
Behaviour Orders (ASBOs) and the use of Acceptable Behaviour Agreements (ABA).

The measures set out in the Government’s ‘Strong and Prosperous Communities’ Local
GovernmentWhite Paper and the Police and Justice Act 2006 will empower local people
by introducing a number of changes.

Community Calls for Action - these will deal with persistent anti-social behaviour or
community problems by making police, local authorities and other partners more accountable for
their actions.

Scrutiny Committees - these will be strengthened to allow the public, through their local
Councillors, to demand a response from local public service providers in relation to poor
performance and matters of local concern.

Representatives of CDRPs - will now hold regular ‘face the public’ sessions.

Crime Reduction

What have we been doing (2006-07 at a glance)?
Criminal Damage - mirroring the decline in total crime, the number of criminal damage
offences has reduced by 2.2 % compared with 2005-06.
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We intend to maintain the momentum in targeting these offences and this issue will continue to be
a key priority within our activities for 2007-08.

We have worked together with partners on initiatives such as the 2006 ‘GetWise’ campaign, aimed
at tackling firework related crime and disorder.

n There have been dedicated disorder patrols in areas where bonfire and firework incidents
have been reported to the police along with visits to retailers to reinforce their responsibilities.

n Area Commands have been working with local authorities to:
n remove unauthorised bonfires;
n identify abandoned and untaxed vehicles potentially at risk from vandalism and
arson attack; and

n deter youth disorder, with council staff accompanying children home to speak to parents.

Violent Crime - Total violent crime (excluding harassment FPNs)* rose by 5.5% (1,328 extra
crimes) compared with 2005-06. This increase is against a longer-term trend of reduction in
violent crime since 2002-03, however we recognise it is clearly an area to be addressed.

*Low level offences, such as causing alarm or distress, and some instances of threatening behaviour can be addressed by the issue of
a Fixed Penalty Notice (FPN) for disorder - or ‘on the spot fine’.

STRATEGIC AIM 2
Reducing Crime and Anti-social Behaviour

Examples of Police Action
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DomesticViolence - This accounts for 15% of all violent crime and 31% of violence against
women. To tackle this, we initiated a Forcewide campaign against domestic abuse – ‘End the
Silence’. The results for December 2006 to January 2007, compared to the same period for
2005-06, show that:

n despite a general increase in violent crime, domestic abuse incidents remained relatively static
at 4,679 (a reduction of 12);

n recorded crimes associated with domestic abuse incidents rose from 719 to 1,154 (+61%)
showing the positive action taken against offenders; and

n the percentage of domestic abuse incidents that result in a crime being reported has increased
from 15% to 25%.

Child Protection - Northumbria Police is a key contributor to safeguarding children, by
investigating child abuse allegations and working together with other agencies and organisations,
under the direction of the Local Safeguarding Children’s Board. We recognise that the
responsibility for safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children lies with all police officers
and police staff and not just the Public Protection Units within the Force. We are committed to:

n prioritising the investigation of allegations of child physical and sexual abuse and neglect;
n protecting children from harm;
n identifying vulnerable children in domestic abuse cases;
n using police powers to take children into protective custody when appropriate;
n protecting the needs of children as witnesses or victims;
n working with partner agencies in the Criminal Justice System and dealing with youth offenders
to divert children away from crime; and

n working with partner agencies to educate children and young people on issues such as
substance misuse and the prevention of crime.

Knife Crime -We also addressed violent crime by taking part in the five-week national knives
amnesty. A total of 2,606 knives and weapons were handed in during the amnesty, which ran from
May to June 2006.

What will we do next?
Identifying the right neighbourhood priorities - Neighbourhood Policing Teams will
identify, deal with and feedback on the crimes causing most local concern. The nature and level of
these ‘signal crimes and disorder’ can vary between neighbourhoods but it is the collective effect
of persistent graffiti, damage, arson, abandoned vehicles and rowdy behaviour which has a negative
impact upon community quality of life and sense of safety.

Reducing violent crime -We have adopted best practice from the Tackling Violent Crime
Programme, which aims to reduce alcohol related violence and domestic violence.
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The new measures brought in by the Violent Crime Reduction Act 2006 will be
rigorously enforced. These include:

n Alcohol Disorder Zones;
n giving the police and trading standards officers new powers to close licensed premises which
persistently sell alcohol to youths, for up to 48 hours; and

n ending the routine carrying of knives and weapons through effective policing.

We recognise a powerful restraint on all criminal behaviour is the fear of detection.
In addition to the previous approaches, we will continue to implement the national
Professionalising the Investigations Process (PIP) to ensure more offenders are traced and more
crimes detected. To support this policy, we will use a new centralised processing team to ensure
the prompt execution of all warrants for non-attendance at court.

Our aims are:

n a Citizen Focus approach to crime reduction and tackling the needs of our communities
through Neighbourhood Policing;

n finding with our partners resilient answers to long standing problems; and
n making citizens less likely to be a victim of crime and so feel safer in their communities.

STRATEGIC AIM 2
Reducing Crime and Anti-social Behaviour
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Performance andTargets
Performance information contributes to a range of statutory (SPI) and local performance
indicators (LPI).The indicators that are used to measure the reduction in crime and anti-social
behaviour are shown in the table.

Indicator Indicator Period Previous year Current year Target Target Target Target
Number Performance Performance 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10

2005-06 2006-07

Risk of Personal Jan-Dec To reduce To reduce To reduce To reduce 
Crime by 0.6% by 0.7% by 0.7% by 0.7%

Risk of To reduce To reduce To reduce To reduce 
SPI 4b Household Jan-Dec 18.2%+/-3.8% 17.7%+/-2.6% by 0.5% by 0.3% by 0.3% by 0.3%

Crime 

Violent crimes 
SPI 5b per 1000 Apr-Mar 17.5 18.9 -3%(17.0)

population 

Violent crimes
per 1000 New

SPI 5b population indicator To reduce To reduce To reduce
(revised) (excluding - none set by 3% by 3% by 3%

harassment 
FPNs)

Violence against 
LPI the person - To reduce To reduce To reduce

more serious by 3.0% by 3.0% by 3.0%
offence

Violence against 
the person - New

LPI other crimes of Apr-Mar 13,558 14,169 indicator
violence less for 2007-08
serious offences  

SPI 4a 5.9%+/-2.2%

17.2 18.1

647 611Apr-Mar

To reduce
by 3.0%

To reduce
by 3.0%

To reduce
by 3.0%

New 
indicator

for 2007-08

Apr-Mar

6.7%+/-2.1%

Annual target has been met or exceeded.

Annual target has been missed, however performance has improved on the previous year.

Annual target has been missed and performance has not improved on the previous year or when
no target has been set; a deterioration on last year.

Applies to indicators where it is not appropriate to set a target or where data is not available.

+/- Confidence intervals are used to indicate the reliability of an estimate; as the measures are based on a sample rather
than the whole population. For example, a CI can be used to describe how reliable survey results are. All other things being
equal, a survey result with a small CI is more reliable than a result with a large CI.
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SP1 5f Apr-Mar 18.621.3
To reduce

by 2%
-2.0%(20.76)

To reduce
by 2%

To reduce
by 2%

28.9% 30.7%Apr-Mar

None set
Monitoring
indicator

only

To reduce
by 2%

To reduce
by 2%

To reduce
by 2%

18.5%+/-4.4% 19.1%+/-3.9%Jan-Dec

Jan-Dec To reduce
by 0.5%

To reduce
by 1.3%

To reduce
by 1.3%

To reduce
by 1.3%

53,225 -5%
(50,563)Apr-Mar

To reduce
by 4%

143,488Apr-Mar -5%
(136,313)134,537

0.750 Apr-Mar 0.761 -2.0%(0.751)

To reduce
by 2%

To reduce
by 2%

To reduce
by 2%

To reduce
by 2%

To reduce
by 2%

To reduce
by 2%

To reduce
by 4%

Criminal damage
offences per
1000 population

Indicator Indicator Period Previous year Current year Target Target Target Target
Number Performance Performance 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10

2005-06 2006-07

Acquisitive
crime per 1000
population

Percentage of 
reported 
domestic 

SPI 8a violence No target set
incidents where 
an arrest was 
made relating to 
the incident

Percentage of 
victims of 
reported 

LPI domestic 
violence Apr-Mar 48.0% 47.3%
incidents where 
the victims had 
reported a DV 
incident in the 
last 12 months

Perceptions of 
anti-social 

SPI 10b behaviour – Reduce by To reduce To reduce To reduce
percentage with 1.4% by 1.6% by 1.6% by 1.6%
high levels 
perceived

Perception of 
local drug use/
drug dealing - % 
who perceive 

SPI 10c people 24.8%+/-5.8% 28.7%+/-4.5% 
using/dealing 
drugs are a 
problem in the 
local area

Anti-Social 
LPI Behaviour 58,972

incidents - 
Youths

Anti-Social 
LPI Behaviour To reduce 

incidents - by 4%
Non-youths

Domestic 
LPI burglaries per Apr-Mar 10.8 10.4 -2.0%(10.6) To reduce To reduce To reduce

1000 households by 2% by 2% by 2%

LPI Robberies per To reduce To reduce To reduce
1000 population by 2% by 2% by 2%

Vehicle crime 
per 1000 

LPI population Apr-Mar 12.9 10.9 None set
(including vehicle 
interference)

Total recorded 
LPI crime per 1000 Apr-Mar 93.8 91.8 -2.0%(92.6)

population 

LPI Apr-Mar 26.4 25.7 -4.0%(25.3)

STRATEGIC AIM 2
Reducing Crime and Anti-social Behaviour
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STRATEGIC AIM 3

Increase the Number of
Crimes Detected
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Why is this a priority?
Whilst we continually strive to reduce crime, the public clearly expects us to detect those
crimes that do occur. Following a small reduction in our overall sanction detection rate* in
2004-05 to 25.4% we subsequently improved our detections in 2005-06 to 32.1%. In 2006-07,
we achieved a sanction detection rate of 37.5% which is one of the highest in the country.

To tackle crime and improve investigation standards and detection rates, a Volume Crime
Investigation Plan has been developed. This sets out a series of standards, which must be applied
to all areas of volume crime investigations from the initial report to a court hearing. Officers are
receiving increased levels of investigative training via the national Professionalising of the
Investigation Process (PIP).

To ensure the best evidence is always presented in court we will continue to develop and
maintain effective partnerships with the Forensic Science Service (FSS) and Crown Prosecution
Service (CPS).

Our overall Baseline Grading for the Investigating Crime Domain for 2005-06 was Good and
Improved.
Within this overall grade we achieved.
n Excellent and Improved for Volume Crime Investigation.
n Good and Stable for Forensic Performance.

* All of the detection figures presented in this plan are sanction detections i.e. cases resulting in charge, summons,

caution, taken into consideration at court and penalty notices for disorder.

STRATEGIC AIM 3
Increase the Number of Crimes Detected

How have we been assessed?
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What have we been doing (2006-07 at a glance)?
As shown in the following graph, we increased the total percentage of crime sanction detections to
37.5%, up by 5.5% compared with 2005-06. This increase also exceeds the 2006-07 target of 32.5%.

We exceeded our 17% detection rate for 2006-07 achieving a detection rate of 22.1%.This represents
a 6.3% increase.
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There has also been an improvement in the sanction detection rate for violent crime
(excluding harassment FPNs). The detection rate rose from 54.0% in 2005-06 to 59.3% in
2006-07. This amounts to a 5.3% improvement.

There was a marked improvement in the percentage of vehicle crimes (including vehicle
interference) detected. Between 2005-06 and 2006-07 there was a 7.6% increase in the sanction
detection rate to 23.4%. The detection rate is now more than double that in 2004-05.

STRATEGIC AIM 3
Increase the Number of Crimes Detected
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Improving our use of forensic science -We continue to use Forensic Investigation Teams and all
possible techniques available to detect criminal offences.

There were 1,401 house burglaries detected by Northumbria Police in 2006-07. In 52% of these cases,
a forensic identification through DNA and fingerprint evidence made a contribution to the detection.

Improving Crime Recording - In 2006 we piloted a centralised 24-hour crime recording section to
receive crime reports directly from officers via radio. This has improved the quality of information
received and allowed us to better assess the needs of victims. Improved information increases our
capability to analyse and detect crime. It also increases officer time spent on patrol as there is now no
requirement to return to the police station to carry out routine updating. This will be rolled out
forcewide during 2007.

n Northumberland Area Command is leading the way with crime figures showing the best
detection rates in the region and received national recognition from the Home Office
for its efforts in reducing and detecting crime.

What will we do next?
The Force aims to ensure all crime is investigated in a consistent, effective and efficient way by
focusing on:

n better training to ensure evidence is gathered to increase the potential for detection;
n delivering the most efficient and effective methods of forensic scene assessment; and
n meeting our local management indicator targets in relation to the timeliness and the standard
of court file preparation.

The Force will be engaged in improving its service and delivery in the following areas:

Intelligence -We will be developing our ability to access and interpret community intelligence to
service Neighbourhood Policing Teams.

Improving Investigations and Detections -We remain committed to increasing our sanction
detection rate by another 1.5% to 39% by 2009-10. In order for us to be successful we will need to
be innovative and seize every opportunity to detect criminal offences.

The recently established Investigative Development Unit has reviewed and developed services for
offences from volume crime to murder. Standards are set for volume crime, serious category crime,
hate crime and homicide investigations. Areas of best practice are being explored and new methods
will be adopted if appropriate.

Examples of Police Action
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Performance andTargets
Performance information contributes to a range of statutory (SPI) and local performance
indicators (LPI). The indicators that are used to measure the number of crimes detected are
shown in the table.

STRATEGIC AIM 3
Increase the Number of Crimes Detected

Apr-Mar

Indicator Indicator Period Previous year Current year Target Target Target Target
Number Performance Performance 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10

2005-06 2006-07

Percentage of 
notifiable 
offences 32.0% 37.5% 32.5% To increase To increase To increase

SPI  7a resulting in a by 0.5% by 0.5% by 0.5%
sanction 
detection

Sanction 
LPI detection rate 15.8% 22.1% 17.0% To increase To increase To increase

for domestic by 0.5% by 0.5% by 0.5%
burglary 

Sanction
detection rate

LPI for vehicle crime 15.8% 23.4% None set
(including 
interference)

Sanction
LPI detection rate To increase

for criminal by 1%
damage

Sanction 
LPI detection rate 54.6% 61.0%      55.1%

for violent crime

Sanction 
detection rate 
for violence 

LPI against the New To increase To increase To increase
person offences 49.5% 55.2% indicator for by 0.5% by 0.5% by 0.5%
(more serious 2007-08
and other crimes
of violence - 
less serious)

Sanction 
detection rate 

LPI for violent crime 54.0% 59.3% To increase To increase To increase
(excluding by 0.5% by 0.5% by 0.5%
harassment 
FPNs)

Sanction 
LPI detection rate 23.8% 29.2% 24.6%

for robberies

Apr-Mar

Apr-Mar

Apr-Mar

Apr-Mar

Apr-Mar

Apr-Mar

Apr-Mar

To increase
by 0.5%

To increase
by 0.5%

To increase
by 0.5%

16.5%19.1%16.0%

To increase
by 0.5%

To increase
by 0.5%

To increase
by 0.5%

New
indicator

for2007-08

Annual target has been met or exceeded.

Annual target has been missed, however performance has improved on the previous year.

Annual target has been missed and performance has not improved on the previous year or when
no target has been set; a deterioration on last year.

Applies to indicators where it is not appropriate to set a target or where data is not available.
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STRATEGIC AIM 4

Increase the Number of
Offences Brought to Justice
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Why is this a priority?
The public want to see offenders arrested and brought to justice as soon as possible.
Victims and witnesses should also be fully supported by all agencies involved in the
administration of justice.

Our main partner in the administration of justice is the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS).
Crown Prosecutors are co-located in police stations to provide early advice and guidance through
the Statutory Charging Scheme. This helps improve quality in complex and volume casework,
maximising potential for offences to be brought to justice while ensuring that the needs of victims
and witnesses are provided for at the earliest opportunity.

Our overall Baseline Grading for the Investigating Crime Domain for 2005-06 was Good and Improved.
Within this overall grade we achieved.
n Good and Improved for Criminal Justice.

We have identified four key areas to achieve this aim:

1. Working in partnership with the Northumbria Criminal
Justice Board.

2. Supporting victims and vulnerable witnesses.
3. Tackling named offenders.
4. Using technology to bring more offences to justice.

STRATEGIC AIM 4
Increase the Number of Offences Brought to Justice

How have we been assessed?
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Working in Partnership with
Northumbria Criminal Justice Board (NCJB)

What have we been doing (2006-07 at a glance)?
We brought 48,599 offences to justice by the end of March 2007, exceeding our 2006-07 target
of 39,488 by 23.1%. This represented a sanction detection rate of 37.5%, again exceeding our 2006-07
target by 5.0%. As a result, the Force was positioned first in comparison to our group of most
similar forces.

Victims and witnesses attending Newcastle Crown Court now have their own suite of rooms
with a separate entrance for their sole use, preventing any potential harrassement or intimidation.
The suite was funded by a £25,000 grant from the NCJB.

NCJB includes senior police officers and representatives from the CPS, Courts Service, Probation, Prison,
Youth Offending Teams (YOTs), Legal Services Commission and Government Office North East.

Members of the Board co-ordinate activity and share responsibility for:

n local delivery of the criminal justice system (CJS) objectives and targets;
n improvements in the delivery of justice; and
n the service provided to victims and witnesses.

Improving public confidence - The Board aims to meet the national Public Service Agreements
(PSAs) for Bringing Offenders to Justice and Improving Confidence in the Criminal Justice System
whilst dispensing justice fairly, effectively and efficiently. The NCJB is accountable to the National
Criminal Justice Board for contributing to the achievement of the National Criminal Justice Business
Plan and for the delivery of performance targets.

In order to support the work of the Board, six Local Delivery Groups have been formed.
The NCJBTargets, requiring the Force’s direct participation, and are performance against for the
year 2006-07 are detailed below.

n Bring 39,488 offences to justice – we succeeded in bringing 48,599 offences to justice
(April 2006 – March 2007).

n Achieve an average time from arrest to sentence for persistent young offenders of 71 days
or less – this currently stands at 70 days.

n Reduce the number of warrants outstanding to 707 as of March 2007 – by this date we had
achieved the figure of 685.

n Obtain 45 confiscation orders under the Proceeds of Crime Act (POCA) with a combined
value of £1,124,755 – as of March 2007, 40 orders had been obtained with a total value
of £444,486.

Critical to achieving these targets is the quality and timeliness of ‘Not Guilty Files’ prepared for
submission before the courts. Of these files submitted to the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS),
95.88% are projected to be classed as fully satisfactory or sufficient to proceed.

A dedicated central warrants team has also been formed and is ensuring prompt execution of
warrants when people fail to attend court.

STRATEGIC AIM 4
Increase the Number of Offences Brought to Justice
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The Criminal Justice Management of Offenders (CJMO) Project - The CJMO project is an
integrated criminal justice management scheme. It aims to reduce police officer time on post-arrest
offender management and support the management of offenders following release from custody.

The following roles were established.

n Detention Officers (DOs) to look after the welfare of detainees in the custody suite and
to assist in processing them (e.g. taking fingerprints).

n Custody Investigating Officers (CIOs) to investigate straightforward volume crimes and
disorder offences, such as shop theft, criminal damage and drunk and disorderly. They will
submit the court files when a guilty plea is anticipated and are available to further assist police
officers with more complex cases.

n Case Management Officers (CMOs) to upgrade abbreviated files prepared for a first
court appearance into full evidential files and deal with requests from the CPS.

n Offender Management Officers (OMOs) to assist with the supervision of
community-based offenders who are considered to require supervision or closer scrutiny.

In 2006-07 this Project is expected to save time and costs which means a saving equivalent to 176 fully
trained and equiped police officers.

What will we do next?
We aim to shorten the time between the first court appearance and sentence to six weeks and
reduce the number of hearings to one for a guilty plea and two for a not guilty plea. To achieve
this we have started the ‘Simple Speedy Summary Justice’ project, which will involve changes for
Northumbria Police and its partners to deliver a rationalised and efficient Local Criminal Justice
system to meet public expectation.

We support the aims of the Local Criminal Justice Board in their work to provide a fair, modern
and efficient justice system delivering a consistently high standard of service in which the public will
have a high level of confidence.

SupportingVictims and Witnesses

Witnesses help ensure law-abiding people are able to live in safety and that offenders are brought
to justice. They need and deserve the full support of the criminal justice system. They inform police
investigations and help to ensure the conviction of the guilty and the acquittal of the innocent.

This section provides some information about schemes which will ensure a better experience for
victims and witnesses in the criminal justice system. These changes will make it as comfortable as
possible to provide evidence and information.

What have we been doing (2006-07 at a glance)?
Victim Support - is an independent organisation of trained volunteers offering free and
confidential support and practical help and information. Northumbria Police works closely with Victim
Support passing information to ensure victims are contacted as soon as possible after an incident.
This service provides help and advice to victims of crime, supporting them through the Criminal
Justice System to ensure cases are successful at court.
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This partnership is an example of our commitment to delivering improved levels of service to
victims of crime. For most victims, police referral is the first time they have heard of the range
of services provided byVictim Support and other support groups in the voluntary sector.

No Witness, No Justice Scheme - through the NoWitness, No Justice Scheme,
Witness Care Units are now in place throughout the Force to support witnesses during the court
process. These units offer full witness care services including a needs assessment and development of
action plans designed to support witnesses through hearings. The additional care and support provided
by these teams has ensured the attendance at court of witnesses who may have
otherwise withdrawn. This reduces the number of ineffective trials and contributes to bringing more
offences to justice.

Vulnerable Witness andVictims - many people who are victims or witnesses to crime find
the process of investigation and justice stressful. Certain witnesses have difficulties, which can be
a result of age, special needs, personal circumstances or because they fear intimidation.
The 1999Youth Justice & Criminal Evidence Act has introduced a wide range of measures to
facilitate the gathering and giving of evidence by vulnerable and intimidated witnesses.
Northumbria Police uses this legislation to support victims from investigation through to court
appearance. This can include the video taping of evidence as well as a live-link facility.

HelpingVictims of Sexual Assault - the first R.E.A.C.H (Rape, Examination,Advice, Counselling
& Help) centre opened in September 1991 providing a free, confidential counselling, support and
advice service for women (aged 16 and over) subjected to an attack of a sexual nature. Since January
1998, the remit of this service has widened to include males (aged 16 and over). These centres also
provide an appropriate environment for forensic evidence to be obtained by means of an examination.
REACH has two dedicated centres, one in Sunderland and one inNewcastle.

Sexual andViolent Offenders - the Multi-Agency Public Protection Arrangements (MAPPA) have
been in place in Northumbria since 2001. These arrangements ensure all sexual and violent offenders,
who present a risk of serious harm to the public, can be identified, monitored and managed. The risk
of them committing further offences is therefore reduced and quick and decisive action is taken if they
do re-offend.

The MAPPA membership includes the Police, Probation and Prison Services, as well as those
agencies which have a statutory duty to assist with the MAPPA arrangements, such as Health,
Education, Social Services and Housing. Each Area Command has a Public Protection Unit, which
includes Risk Management Officers. These are police officers who have responsibility for managing
these dangerous offenders.

In March 2007, there were 877 registered sex offenders living in the Northumbria Police area.
We are committed to working together with both statutory and voluntary agencies to ensure
all sex and violent offenders are monitored and managed to reduce risk to the public.
For example, applications are made to the courts for Sexual Offences Prevention Orders (SOPOs),
which reduce the risk of harm to children from sexual offenders. Police also work with probation to
ensure offenders abide by the conditions of their licence or are recalled to prison.

STRATEGIC AIM 4
Increase the Number of Offences Brought to Justice
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n In December 2006, Northumbria Police adopted a stronger stance against domestic abuse,
starting with a high profile, two-month campaign ‘End the Silence’ improving the skills
of officers who handle incidents of domestic abuse and improving links with partner
support agencies.

What will we do next?
TheVictims’ Code of Practice has been implemented. However, we continue to learn lessons.
We are taking into account technological advancements and extensive work is underway to
review the Force’s approach to victim contact. This will include how frontline officers,
investigating officers and our Criminal Justice department engage with victims.

We are improving:

n how we contact victims of domestic violence and serious categories of crime;
n the role of police officers and CSOs in contacting victims;
n the current structures in place within the Criminal Justice Department for contacting victims; and
n the relationship between Force victim contact and the wider victim contact undertaken by
LCJB partners.

Tackling Named Offenders

We can improve the quality of life for communities by focusing on a small number of
problematic offenders, including drug addicts, who are responsible for large amounts of crime.
This means a targeted approach to tackling crime and re-offending amongst prolific offenders.
Drug treatment, where required, helps individuals and protects the public by cutting crime.

What have we been doing (2006-07 at a glance)?
The six Area Commands across the Force manage the operational delivery of MAPPA. The success of
the arrangements in this area were recognised in the recent baseline assessment when Northumbria
Police was one of only three forces nationally to receive a good rating for Public Protection.

n In Sunderland, ten of the most prolific domestic violence offenders were identified and within
a month all of them were arrested, with six being remanded in prison.

Examples of Police Action

Examples of Police Action
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Prolific and Other Priority Offender Schemes - Research carried out by the Government in
2001 concluded that, of a total offending population of around one million, only approximately
100,000 offenders (10% of all active offenders) were responsible for half of all the crime
committed in England andWales (Home Office, 2001). It appears that a relatively small number of
offenders are far more criminally active than others and contributed disproportionately to the
overall crime levels. The most active 5,000 of this group were estimated to be responsible for one
in ten offences. Although some of the assumptions behind this figure have been challenged, it is
generally accepted that focusing additional resources on the most active offenders could bring
reduced crime rates and improve public confidence in the criminal justice system.

The Prolific and Other Priority Offender (PPO) Programme, implemented from September 2004,
prioritises and directs resources to these offenders. There are three complementary strands to the
PPO programme:

Prevent and Deter - we have put mechanisms in place to stop people offending, focusing
particularly on young people to prevent them from being the career criminals of the future.

Catch and Convict - reducing offending by PPOs through apprehension and conviction, and
through licence enforcement, by ensuring a swift return to the courts for those who continue
to offend.

Rehabilitate and Resettle - aiming to rehabilitate PPOs who are in custody or serving
sentences in the community. This can be achieved, through closer working between all relevant
agencies and continued post-sentence support, such as accommodation, treatment, employment,
and education with the intention of preventing re-offending.

Northumbria Police has the biggest contribution to make in terms of the ‘Catch and Convict’
element and has developed guidance built on intelligence-led policing.

In delivering against these strategies, the Force will:

n identify prolific offenders at Area Command level;
n proactively target prolific offenders;
n improve crime scene management;
n maximise the use of forensic and fingerprint opportunities;
n receive pre-charge advice from the CPS; and
n enforce bail conditions.

PersistentYoung Offenders - a Persistent Young Offender is an individual who is 17 or under
and has had three previous sentencing occasions in three years. To ensure the earliest intervention
by the criminal justice system to prevent multiple offences being committed and increase public
confidence, custody officers will, where possible, reduce the number of times bail is granted to
young offenders prior to charge. In addition, prompt action will be taken when these offenders fail
to attend court.

Where a ‘Not Guilty’ plea is tendered by a Persistent Young Offender the case papers will be
submitted promptly to ensure the earliest trial date. The Northumbria Local Criminal Justice
Board has set a target from arrest to sentence of 65 days or less, for 2007-08.

STRATEGIC AIM 4
Increase the Number of Offences Brought to Justice
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STRATEGIC AIM 4
Increase the Number of Offences Brought to Justice

UsingTechnology to Bring More Offences to Justice

Forensic science provides an increasing level of evidential support, once unthinkable in
operational policing. The same levels of quality, integrity and professionalism are provided for the
investigation of major, serious and volume crime. This is partly due to increased technology and
scientific advances, increased Government awareness and significant funding through the DNA
Expansion Fund. The National DNA Database is the most comprehensive in the world.

It is imperative Northumbria Police contributes to and benefits from national improvements and
opportunities. We have been acknowledged by HMIC as having a ‘Good’ overall performance in
relation to forensic management.

What have we been doing (2006-07 at a glance)?
Recovery - the recovery of forensic material is from three main sources within Northumbria
Police - major, serious or volume crime scenes. Every crime scene is assessed by Scenes of
Crime Officers (SOCOs) and the location of items or marks which could potentially hold an
offender’s fingerprints or DNA are identified and samples then recovered. Each sample is
packaged and submitted to the next stage in the process.

Enhancement - the Force has a high specification fingerprint enhancement laboratory and uses
the latest technology to locate and capture finger and palm prints from a wide variety of
sources, to maximise the availability of evidence. DNA samples are sent to the Forensic Science
Service (FSS), where technicians work to extract DNA material from each sample. Once the
DNA sample is secured it is fed into an automated system, ensuring the sample is at its best
when it is being matched against an offender’s profile.

Processing - everyone arrested is fingerprinted and a sample of their DNA taken.
Fingerprints are placed on the National Fingerprint Database and are compared with those
found at crime scenes. Likewise, DNA samples found at crime scenes are loaded into the
National DNA database where they are continuously compared against every offender’s DNA
profile in the country. This comparison occurs on a daily basis until an exact match is found.

Examination - fingerprints are first checked for quality by officers within the Force Fingerprint
Bureau then fed into an automated searching system which speeds up the process of
identification. A series of possible matches is produced for a Force fingerprint expert to make a
definitive identification. Similarly, if a ‘Not Guilty’ plea is foreseen a DNA scientist will manually
compare the suspect’s DNA profile against the one found at the crime scene.

Forensic Match - the final product of this end to end scientific process takes us from forensic
material found at a crime scene and produces criminal intelligence which may result in a
detection. All forensic matches are sent to designated departments within the Area Command
or major crime investigation teams for further action.

Over 2,500 forensic DNA and fingerprint identification hits arrive in Area Commands for
investigation each year, proving forensic science is now a mainstream source of detection.
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n Operation Phoenix was set up in February 2002 to provide ‘cold case’ forensic reviews of
undetected historic serious sex offences and was the first of it’s kind in the UK. It remains the
most far reaching police operation of its kind and is now used as a model by other forces.To
date, this operation has resulted in 22 convictions of 16 offenders for crimes dating back to 1977.

What will we do next?
We will support national developments in fingerprint technology practice and legislation to
maximise the benefits of fingerprint identifications speeding up the time between forensic
recovery and arrest.

We will embrace the opportunities provided by changes in legislation and use funding
opportunities to ensure we capture all available DNA profiles to populate the National DNA
database. The Force is involved at both strategic and tactical levels with DNA planning and
initiatives in the fight against crime. The Force will derive maximum benefit from DNA
identifications through the best possible crime scene preservation and securing all possible
detections to continually improve the time between recovery and arrest.

Performance andTargets
Performance information contributes to a range of statutory (SPI) and local performance
indicators (LPI). The indicators that are used measure the number of offences brought to justice
as shown in the table.

STRATEGIC AIM 4
Increase the Number of Offences Brought to Justice

Examples of Police Action

Indicator Indicator Period Previous year Current year Target Target Target Target
Number Performance Performance 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10

2005-06 2006-07

SPI 6b Apr-Mar 31.6% 37.7% 29.9%

Number of 
offences To achieve To achieve

LPI brought Apr-Mar 41,755 48,599 39,488 44,255
to justice OBTJ OBTJ
(OBTJ)

Percentage of
offences 
brought
to Justice 

To increase
by 0.5%

No target
set

No target
set

Annual target has been met or exceeded.

Annual target has been missed, however performance has improved on the previous year.

Annual target has been missed and performance has not improved on the previous year or when
no target has been set; a deterioration on last year.

Applies to indicators where it is not appropriate to set a target or where data is not available.
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STRATEGIC AIM 5

Increase Safety and Reduce
Criminal Activity on our Roads
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Why is this a priority?
Northumbria Police has a responsibility to ensure people can use the road system safely without
being subject to unlawful and anti-social behaviour.

As part of this aim Northumbria Police will also seek to deny criminals the use of the roads to
commit their offences, through intelligence led, proactive patrolling which is driven by the
National Intelligence Model (NIM). Legislation will be used, such as the Police Reform Act
2002, to tackle unlawful behaviour on our roads, and the Road Traffic Act 1988 (Retention and
Disposal of Seized MotorVehicles) Regulations 2005, to seize vehicles from the uninsured.

Fatal or serious road traffic collisions (RTCs) have a devastating affect on those involved and we
recognise the need to investigate all incidents in an effective and professional manner.

We will also work with theVehicle Inspectorate and Customs and Excise to proactively police the
roads to ensure vehicles are safe and roadworthy and to limit the use of duty-free fuels.

The Road Policing Plan 2006-09, has five main priorities which we will
continue to implement over 2007-08.

1. Denying criminals the use of the roads by enforcing the law.
2. Reducing road casualties.
3. Tackling the threat of terrorism; (See Strategic Aim 6, page 69).
4. Reducing the anti–social use of the roads.
5. Enhancing public confidence and reassurance by patrolling the roads.

Our overall Baseline Grading for the Promoting Public Safety domain for 2005-06 was
Good and Improved.
Within this overall grade we achieved.
n Good and Stable for Roads Policing.

The assessment has highlighted the need for closer liaison with partners to support the
achievement of targets for casualty reduction.

STRATEGIC AIM 5
Increase Safety and Reduce Criminal Activity on our Roads

How have we been assessed?
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STRATEGIC AIM 5
Increase Safety and Reduce Criminal Activity on our Roads

To increase Safety and Reduce Criminal Activity on our Roads we have
identified four activities to focus on:

1. Better targeting of criminals.
2. Effective use of Automatic Number Plate Recognition

(ANPR) technology.
3. Making roads safer.
4. Reducing anti-social behaviour on the road.

Targeting Criminals

Drink driving and reckless or careless driving, including the use of a mobile phone whilst driving, are all
criminal offences that can, and do, cost lives and we do not hesitate to pursue these offenders.

What have we been doing (2006-07 at a glance)?
Tackling Drink Driving - the annual Christmas drink drive campaign resulted in fewer motorists
being found to be under the influence of alcohol when breath tested. This and other campaigns are
making a difference on drink driving, demonstrated through the reduction of RTCs involving death
or serious injury in which one driver tested positive for alcohol or drugs.

Of the 2,494 breath tests administered over this period 296 were positive, about 12% of the total.
This is a decrease of nearly 2% when compared to the previous year.

Use of Mobile Phones whilst driving - using a mobile phone whilst driving is illegal and may
potentially lead to serious lapses in concentration and even fatal traffic collisions.

Last year we issued 3,230 penalty notices for mobile phone offences.

To tackle drivers who use mobile phones we will enforce recent legislation and issue offenders
with an endorsable penalty notice, with each offence receiving a £60 fine and three penalty points.

Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR)

Most criminals use vehicles to commit crime. ANPR is capable of reading vehicle number plates
as they pass. This information is then checked against various police databases and if the vehicle
is of interest officers are alerted and the vehicle is stopped.

The Force has various levels of operation in this system from static cameras to mobile cameras which can
be deployed to react to the latest intelligence. We are also collaborating with neighbouring forces to pre-
vent criminals from using the region’s roads for activities such as drugs trafficking.
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Between April 2006 and February 2007 we have used ANPR technology to:

n arrest 40 people;
n summon 283 people to court;
n seize 125 vehicles; and
n gather targeted intelligence.

n In Northumberland we deployed four unmarked cars fitted with the latest ANPR technology.
In addition to the ANPR capability, the vehicles were fitted with the latest video recording
equipment allowing officers to record crime scenes and other incidents. The vehicles were
used successfully at the Hi-Fi music event in Matfen. Their use led directly to a number of
arrests and enabled officers to gather a large amount of valuable intelligence.

What will we do next?
As well as continued proactive patrols and targeted use of the APNR system the Force will
evaluate the potential benefits of technological advances such as the ability to take fingerprints at
the roadside to help prevent false details being provided to patrolling officers.

Making Roads Safer

What have we been doing (2006-07 at a glance)?
We are committed to the reduction of death and injury on our roads. Safety is the most
important responsibility of anyone involved in transport. The Government, local authorities, police
officers, civil engineers and car manufacturers all have a role to play in creating the best possible
conditions for safer travel. The Government paper ‘Tomorrow’s Roads: Safer for Everyone’ has set
these stakeholders targets to further reduce road casualties by the year 2010. The Force is
working with partners to address the local issues which affect road safety in Northumberland
and Tyne andWear to make these targets a reality.

Increasing road safety - six local authorities have become service providers for the National
Driver Improvement Scheme, intended to combine education with enforcement to make roads safer.

Roads Casualties - driver error contributes to over 95% of road collisions. To reduce the risk of
collisions and casualties, the Force will use its powers of enforcement and work alongside local
authorities to improve road layouts. Advice is given on planned improvements and
construction, taking into consideration safety and traffic flow.

Northumbria Police officers follow a strict protocol in the event of deaths on the roads.
Effective collision investigation by dedicated and caring officers ensures there is a full and detailed
investigation. Trained family liaison officers provide support and information to friends and family.

STRATEGIC AIM 5
Increase Safety and Reduce Criminal Activity on our Roads

Examples of Police Action
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STRATEGIC AIM 5
Increase Safety and Reduce Criminal Activity on our Roads

Speed/Safety Cameras - speed does not necessarily cause accidents but research suggests that
a one mile per hour increase in speed is associated with a five per cent increase in the risk of being
involved in a fatality.

All speed/safety cameras in the Northumbria Police Area are located at collision hotspots and these
positions are determined through consultation with members of the Northumbria Safety Camera
Partnership together with advice from an independent analyst.

The positive effects of the targeted use of these cameras is demonstrated in the following table
which shows that at camera sites throughout the Northumbria Police area casualties are on a
downward trend.

Breakdown of RTC casualties at Fixed Camera Sites
in Northumbria.

The number of people killed or injured in road traffic collisions
- 12 months ending March 2007

Slightly injured 5,516 (90%)

Fatally injured 53 (1%) Seriously injured 556 (9%)

Severity 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06

Fatal 18 8 4 8 7 4 2

Serious 95 95 60 42 42 24 19

Slight 441 457 400 373 406 379 340

Total 554 560 464 423 455 407 361
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Excessive or inappropriate speed - This is a major contributory factor to serious or fatal collisions.

We aim to target:

n the persistent offender;
n roads where excessive speed is a contributory factor in injury collisions; and
n locations which a history of increased number of road traffic collisions and complaints of
dangerous driver behaviour.

Seatbelt Legislation - With the Northumbria Safety Camera Partnership, we have taken part in a
recent Europe-wide campaign targeting drivers not wearing their seatbelts. Anyone found not
wearing their seat belt is given an on the spot fixed penalty ticket of £30.

n In South Tyneside, three CSOs supported pupils from Oakleigh Gardens Special School,
Cleadon, in a bid to break the world record for the largest walking bus.This road safety initiative
raised money for the road safety charity BRAKE which supports families who have been involved in
road accidents.

n In Sunderland, a man who crashed a car 600 yards from the spot where a fatal collision had
occurred just hours before was sentenced to 12 months in prison and has been banned
from driving for five years. The man pleaded guilty to dangerous driving, having no insurance,
driving above the legal limit for alcohol and driving without a licence.

What will we do next?
During 2007-08 we expect to reduce the likelihood of an incident involving death, injury, damage or
a threat to personal safety on the roads network.

Continued targeted positioning of cameras should help reduce the number of road traffic collisions
involving death or serious injuries to pedestrians.

We will ensure high visibility patrols are deployed in an intelligence led manner, targeting offenders
and providing high visibility at the times and places which require it. Officers on patrol continually
update the control room in relation to road conditions so, via the media, the public can be
immediately informed of road closures, heavy traffic congestion or adverse weather.

The Force will also deploy unmarked vehicles, which are video equipped to prevent and detect traffic
offences and allow officers to catch prolific and extreme offenders. Northumbria Police will undertake
a number of safety campaigns over the next year, including a six-month initiative aimed at weekend
high performance motorcyclists.

STRATEGIC AIM 5
Increase Safety and Reduce Criminal Activity on our Roads

Examples of Police Action
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STRATEGIC AIM 5
Increase Safety and Reduce Criminal Activity on our Roads

Reducing anti-social behaviour on the road

What have we been doing (2006-07 at a glance)?
Northumbria Police and local councils throughout the area are receiving an increasing number of
calls from members of the public regarding mini motorcycles (mini-motos), motorised scooters,
and scrambler bikes. We continue to remind people of the dangers of riding off-road motor
vehicles on public or common land, land owned by the local council or where permission of the
landowner has not been given. The Police Reform Act 2002 gives us the power to seize vehicles,
which are driven off road in an anti-social manner, which causes or is likely to cause, harassment,
alarm or distress to others.

Agreements and warnings can also help those involved understand the impact of the nuisance on their
local community.

n InWashington a mini-motor which was causing a nuisance, was seized by Northumbria Police
and crushed.

n In Gateshead motorcyclists were targeted to ensure they ride legally and with
consideration for others. This was in response to complaints about off-road riding along
footpaths, bridleways, parks and through estates.

n In Newcastle ‘Operation Magnitude’ addressed vehicles being driven by the uninsured and
unlicensed as well as criminals. The intention of this operation was to:

n deny criminals the use of the roads by enforcing the law;
n reduce road casualties, by the removal of those who cannot drive;
n reduce anti–social use of the roads; and
n enhance public confidence and reassurance by patrolling the roads.

Once a vehicle has been seized it is taken to a recovery yard where it stays until an owner comes
forward and legitimately proves the vehicle belongs to them. Unclaimed vehicles are disposed of
or crushed. This Operation has resulted in 268 uninsured vehicles being seized and crushed.

What will we do next?
With our partners we will assist in using environmental improvements to stop inappropriate use of
vehicles within residential areas. We will prosecute those who are persistently dangerous and anti-social,
their vehicles will be confiscated and if necessary we will use anti-social behaviour orders and injunctions.

Examples of Police Action
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Operation Magnitude, the seizing and crushing of uninsured motor vehicles in Newcastle will be
evaluated and if found to be effective will be implemented throughout the Force.

We aim to reduce the percentage of collisions involving death or personal injury in which at
least one driver tested positive for alcohol or drugs and to reduce the number of collisions
involving death or serious injury to pedestrians.

Performance andTargets
Performance information contributes to a range of statutory (SPI) and local performance
indicators (LPI). The indicators used to measure road safety and the reduction of criminal
activity on our roads are shown in the table.

STRATEGIC AIM 5
Increase Safety and Reduce Criminal Activity on our Roads

Indicator Indicator Period Previous year Current year Target Target Target Target
Number Performance Performance 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10

2005-06 2006-07

Number of 
people killed 
or seriously 
injured 

SPI 9a in road traffic                        5.6 5.8   
collisions per 
100 million 
vehicle km 
travelled

Number of 
RTCs involving 
death or

LPI serious injury    Apr-Mar           0.36 0.39 None set - Monitoring indicator only
per 1000         
population

% of victims of 
RTCs involving 
death or 
personal injury   

LPI in which at 
least one driver  
tested positive
for alcohol or
drugs

Apr-Mar 

Apr-Mar 

Apr-Mar 

LPI

Number of
RTCs involving
death or 
serious injury
to pedestrians

3.8%

158 167

3.1% To reduce To reduce To reduce To reduce

To reduce To reduce To reduce To reduce

Annual target has been met or exceeded.

Annual target has been missed, however performance has improved on the previous year.

Annual target has been missed and performance has not improved on the previous year or when
no target has been set; a deterioration on last year.

Applies to indicators where it is not appropriate to set a target or where data is not available.

To reduce
by -2%
(5.44) 

To reduce
by 3.8% 

To reduce
by 3.8% 

To reduce
by 3.8% 
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STRATEGIC AIM 6

Tackle Serious and Organised
Crime and Terrorism
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Why is this a priority?
Serious and organised crime can take many forms, for example major drug dealing, kidnap, threats
to kill, shootings, robberies, extortion and murder. Criminal role models are well known in many
communities and these people often attract and encourage vulnerable people to join them in
increasing criminal activity.

Drug abuse, an issue of clear public concern, is the root cause of much acquisitive crime in
neighbourhoods and many prolific offenders admit to drug addiction funding their habits through
crime. In order to tackle serious and organised crime and terrorism, we will use our resources to
tackle these prolific offenders and address the criminal networks which fuel their addiction.

Violent and serious sexual crime amounts to only a very small part of total recorded crime, but
has a devastating effect on its victims and an added negative effect on the community’s fear of
crime. The Force reacts promptly and effectively to high profile crimes to retain the confidence
of the community it serves.

Northumbria Police is committed to making a full and active contribution to the national counter
terrorism effort. This will be achieved by working closely with the community to isolate
terrorism and extremism and by engaging with our partners at regional and national levels.

Our overall Baseline Grading for the Investigating Crime domain for 2005-06 was Good and
Improved.
Within this overall grade we achieved.
n Good and Improved for Managing Critical Incidents and Major Crime.
››n Fair and Improved for Tackling Serious and Organised Crime and criminality.

Within the aim of tackling serious and organised crime and
terrorism we have identified four key themes to focus on.

1. Preparing for civil emergencies and preventing terrorism.
2. Tackling drugs.
3. Tackling serious and organised crime.
4. Ensuring the secure and effective use of information.

STRATEGIC AIM 6
Tackle Serious and Organised Crime and Terrorism

How have we been assessed?
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STRATEGIC AIM 6
Tackle Serious and Organised Crime and Terrorism

Preparing for Civil Emergencies and
PreventingTerrorism

What have we been doing (2006-07 at a glance)?
We have fulfilled the requirements of the Civil Contingencies Act 2004, which requires police
and other authorities to assess the risk of an emergency occurring and to maintain, test and
develop contingency plans to ensure a suitable response is given in an emergency. We have also
participated in regional Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) exercises, which
ensure the extensive planning is tested in conjunction with the fire and ambulance services.

n In October 2006, we carried out a series of training sessions for a
CBRN incident
in Newcastle. The purpose was to bring officers skills out of the classroom and into a
realistic environment, preparing them for dealing with any large scale incident.

What will we do next?
We will continue to develop robust specialist capabilities to deal with terrorist attacks.
The Force Mobilisation Plan, CBRN Plan, Counter Terrorism Plan and Major Incident Plans are
all now in place to respond to planned and spontaneous major incidents and counter terrorism
operations. Major exercises will be taking place to examine how prepared we are for dealing
with incidents such as a dirty bomb, a flu epidemic or the extreme effects of bad weather.

Northumbria Police will use the full range of strategies to frustrate all terrorist activity.
There will be strengthened border security at our ports and airports, the target-hardening of
iconic and vulnerable sites, and better intelligence sought from the communities where
radicalisation has taken place.

Tackling Drugs

What have we been doing (2006-07 at a glance)?
Northumbria Police has been successful in disrupting some major drug distribution networks.

Examples of Police Action
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The amounts of drugs seized between 2005 and 2007 were:

This year has seen significant increases in the seizure of cannabis resin, crack cocaine and
ecstasy tablets demonstrating our continued emphasis on tackling drug availability in the force area.

n A series of Forcewide operations in June, 2006, resulted in 11 arrests and more than
£500,000 worth of drugs being seized, plus stolen goods and cash.

n During the summer of 2006 Northumbria Police seized thousands of pounds after stopping a
car containing three men in Northumberland. The confiscated cash will now be re-invested
into crime fighting in the region.

n Five people were jailed for a total of more than 15 years after an operation to target the
supply of heroin in Blyth, Northumberland. The operation, which began in December 2004,
and involved extensive intelligence gathering and surveillance, led to the arrest of 29 people.

n A two-week blitz in Newcastle led to thousands of pounds worth of drugs being recovered.
The operation was the culmination of information passed to officers and led to forced entry
into five addresses in Benwell. Around £10,000 worth of drugs were seized, including cocaine,
amphetamines and cannabis. In the bedroom of one house a cannabis farm was found,
complete with lights and other equipment.

STRATEGIC AIM 6
Tackle Serious and Organised Crime and Terrorism

Amount recovered Amount recovered
2005-06 2006-07

Amphetamines 46.0 kg 48.2 kg

Cannabis - resin 207 kg 2,605 kg

Cannabis - plants 3,291 5,841

Cocaine 17.46 kg 35.34 kg

Crack Cocaine 7.14 gm 313.49 gm

Heroin 2.56 kg 4.88 kg

LSD tablets 612 368

MNDA (Ecstasy) tablets 7,829 36,108

Examples of Police Action
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STRATEGIC AIM 6
Tackle Serious and Organised Crime and Terrorism

What will we do next?

We are committed to tackling the harm caused by drugs, particularly those drugs that do most
harm to individuals and communities and are using four approaches:

1. Reducing the supply of illegal drugs.
2. Preventing today’s young people from becoming tomorrow’s

problematic drug users.
3. Reducing drug related crime and its impact on communities.
4. Reducing drug use and drug related offending through treatment and death through

harm minimisation.

Our prime concern will be addressing Class ‘A’ drug supply (i.e, drugs such as ecstasy, LSD,
heroin, cocaine and crack) because of the harm it causes within our communities. This will not
prevent us from dealing with Class ‘B’ (i.e. amphetamines) and ‘C’ supply (i.e. cannabis and tran-
quilisers) especially where the criminal networks and amounts of drugs involved indicate that
serious or high levels of crime are being committed. We will continue to use legislation under
the Proceeds of Crime Act 2003, to ensure traffickers are deprived of their illegal profit,
removing the incentive, which drives them.

To assist us in delivering this Plan we have developed close partnerships with organisations
offering rehabilitation such as the Northumbria Drugs Alliance, a partnership between
Northumbria Police and the six local authority Drug Action Teams. We will continue to develop
and co-ordinate activity with our partners to fulfil the requirements of the Government’s
National Drugs Strategy.

Tackling Serious and Organised Crime

What have we been doing (2006-07 at a glance)?
Certain types of crime are best dealt with on a Forcewide basis and there are a number of
specialist units, which do this. At these units officers and police staff act as a central source of
expertise when a major incident occurs (such as a murder or serious sexual assault) which the
local Area Command does not have the resources to adequately investigate for long periods.

We have recently developed a new firearms database, which allows centralised monitoring and
provides frontline officers with precise knowledge about a subject’s firearm status.
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n Our expertise in tackling serious crime was used in the enquiry into the abduction of a child
in North Tyneside resulting in a man being sentenced to life imprisonment for abduction
and rape.

n In Newcastle, we took part in a national operation focusing on the illegal trafficking of
people for sexual exploitation. As a result, prostitution networks in Newcastle and Gateshead
were disrupted and victim focused support was offered to vulnerable people and illegal entrants.

What will we do next?
The Force will continue to seize criminal assets. At present we are holding £1.4 million in cash
seized from alleged criminals awaiting Conviction Forfeiture and Confiscation Orders.

There will be a renewed effort to tackle organised crime enterprises with more resources
being placed into dedicated analysts and specialist resources and equipment to help with
covert surveillance.

Resources will continue to be invested into witness protection allowing key witnesses under threat
to provide good evidence without jeopardising their safety.

We will work closely with local and national agencies to ensure asset recovery powers are used
to the full, enabling future service delivery to be enhanced by re-investing assets seized from criminals.
Through this and other methods we aim to increase the number of detections for serious and

organised crime.

Ensuring the Secure and Effective Use of Information

What have we been doing (2006-07 at a glance)?
In July 2006, the Force Intelligence and Information Department (FIID) was created in response
to recommendations from the Management of Police Information Code of Practice, which
followed the Bichard Inquiry into the Soham murders. The report made a number of
recommendations to improve child protection procedures, intelligence and information sharing and
vetting practices.

The Inquiry also covered the management and sharing of intelligence and information
locally and nationally and outlined the need to:

n gain access to intelligence and information held by a force, which may aid the prevention and
detection of crime;

n allow forces to share intelligence and information to address the problem of cross-border crime; and
n improve the intelligence picture on cross border criminality by increasing the quantity and
quality of intelligence and information;

STRATEGIC AIM 6
Tackle Serious and Organised Crime and Terrorism

Examples of Police Action
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STRATEGIC AIM 6
Tackle Serious and Organised Crime and Terrorism

n allow co-ordinated strategies and operations to be implemented to disrupt criminal activity
and enhance community safety; and

n create one department responsible for vetting and liaising with the Criminal Records Bureau
and the Social Services in order to better protect children and vulnerable adults from the risk
of serious crime.

What will we do next?
We are taking part in a national programme (IMPACT) to deliver an effective integrated
national, regional and local information-sharing and intelligence capability. This will improve our
ability and that of our partners to proactively use information and intelligence, prevent crime,
bring offenders to justice, safeguard children and vulnerable people and further professionalise
the investigation process.

By properly using our intelligence and other information systems we will act as a reliable and
robust resource to other police forces and organisations to safeguard children and vulnerable adults.

Performance andTargets
Performance information contributes to a range of statutory (SPI) and local performance
indicators (LPI). The indicators that are used to measure success in tackling serious and organised
crime are shown in the table.

Indicator Indicator Period Previous year Current year Target Target Target Target
Number Performance Performance 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10

2005-06 2006-07

Life threatening 
SPI 5e and gun crime Apr-Mar

per 1,000 
population

Value of cash 
forfeiture orders 

SPI 8c and confiscation Apr-Mar £392.20 £367.50 £1,170 £1,761 None set     
orders per 1,000 
population

0.380.42
To reduce 

by
-2.0%(0.41)

To reduce 
by

2.0%

To reduce 
by

2.0%

To reduce 
by

2.0%

Annual target has been met or exceeded.

Annual target has been missed, however performance has improved on the previous year.

Annual target has been missed and performance has not improved on the previous year or when
no target has been set; a deterioration on last year.

Applies to indicators where it is not appropriate to set a target or where data is not available.
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Creation of a Diverse, Effective
and FlexibleWorkforce

STRATEGIC AIM 7
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STRATEGIC AIM 7
Creation of a Diverse, Effective and FlexibleWorkforce

Why is this a priority?
Northumbria Police recognises that by recruiting, retaining and developing a workforce which
reflects the community it serves, it is better able to respond and develop the trust of
communities and continually improve service delivery.

We value difference and will continue to recruit, retain and progress staff at all levels within the
organisation to maximise opportunities. The implementation ofWorkforce Modernisation will
ensure we have the necessary staff with the appropriate skills to serve the needs of local people.

Our overall Baseline Grading for the Resource Use domain for 2005-06 was Good and
Improved.
Within this overall grade we achieved.
n Good and Stable for Human Resource Management.
n Good and Improved for Training and Development.
n Good and Stable for Race and Diversity.
n Good and Improved for Resource Management.

Within this strategic aim we will focus on two key themes:

1. Equality and Diversity.
2. Staff Management.

How have we been assessed?
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Equality and Diversity

What have we been doing (2006-07 at a glance)?
Our Diversity Policy seeks to promote a culture which values difference and builds and maintains
trust and confidence with staff and the public both in the workplace and in service delivery.
The Policy is being delivered through an Action Plan, which ensures we continuously improve, act
with integrity and in a transparent, consistent and fair way.

We have:

n Implemented changes to ensure compliance with the Employment Equality (Age) Regulations,
which came into effect in October 2006, making it unlawful to discriminate on the grounds
of age in employment.

n Worked with Northumbria Police Authority andVision Sense (an independent, professional,
user-led organisation of disabled people) to develop our Disability Equality Scheme.
This enabled us to identify the barriers faced by disabled and deaf people both in
employment and service delivery. Internal barriers were identified in partnership with the
Northumbria Police Disability Support Association, and staff within the organisation who are
affected by disability. The barriers identified informed the Scheme and will be addressed
during the next three years.

n Developed our Gender Equality Scheme and action plan, which identifies gender specific
barriers and details the work which needs to be done to reduce or remove these barriers and
actively promote gender equality.

n Carried out Equality Impact Assessments to ensure consideration of equality issues is
an integral part of policy development and our instructions are effectively monitored for
any signs of inequality.

n Produced a training package designed to give police officers and police staff an insight into
Judaism, both as a religion and way of life. This type of diversity training aims to make staff
aware of their responsibilities to themselves and others, both within Force and the wider
community.

n Held two specialist post open days, aimed at increasing the number of people from
under-represented groups within posts located at headquarters departments and specialist
operations. The events were recognised by the organisers, exhibitors and the visitors as
being beneficial and worthwhile.

n Held a Senior Positive Action Leadership event to encourage female managers within the
organisation to realise and achieve their potential. A programme of similar events has been
scheduled for 2007-08.

n Delivered the Centrex Positive Action Leadership Programme to 12 female staff members.
The opportunity to attend future programmes has been offered to all under-represented
groups within the organisation.

STRATEGIC AIM 7
Creation of a Diverse, Effective and FlexibleWorkforce
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STRATEGIC AIM 7
Creation of a Diverse, Effective and FlexibleWorkforce

n Set-up an active Northumbria Police Disability Support Association (DSA) to enable any
member of Northumbria Police with a disability, mental health condition or impairment,
or who cares for such a person, to gain information and contact details in order to support
them at work. The DSA held their annual conference in September 2006, which raised
awareness within Northumbria Police of disability issues and assisted the DSA to focus
their workplan.

Recruiting a diverse workforce - in Northumbria Police 21.4% of all police officers are
female as of the March 31 2007.

We plan to increase the overall percentage of female police officers compared to the overall
force strength to 25% by 2009-10.
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The graph below shows that, as of the March 31 2007, 1.4% of all police officers were from the
minority ethnic community.

We plan by pro-actively recruiting from minority ethnic groups, that by 2009-10 the
percentage of minority ethnic police officers will be 1.8%.

To achieve our targets for diversity, we have undertaken a number of positive recruitment
campaigns aimed specifically at candidates from under represented groups.

n The Diversity Unit has delivered presentations directly to local minority communities at the
Gateshead Muslim Society, the Sikh Temple in Newcastle and the Bangladeshi Centre in
Elswick. These aimed to raise the profile of Northumbria Police as a potential employer.

n In North Tyneside and Newcastle frontline police officers are supported by Community
Support Co-ordinators. These police staff, who are members of ethnic minority communities,
act as a source of expertise for local officers and an accessible point of contact with
Northumbria Police.

n Jobcentre Plus and Connexions are targeting Northumbria Police recruitment vacancies at a
diverse range of applications. A member of staff fromWorking Links has been seconded by
the Employer’s Coalition to assist with the recruitment of Community Support Officers and
police officers. This member of staff will assist with the positive marketing of the employment
opportunities within Northumbria Police through their network of external partnerships.

STRATEGIC AIM 7
Creation of a Diverse, Effective and FlexibleWorkforce
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STRATEGIC AIM 7
Creation of a Diverse, Effective and FlexibleWorkforce

n An employment skills programme has been developed and delivered by the Diversity Unit and
the Black and Minority Ethnic Police Officers Association. The programme consists of four
sessions focusing on numeracy and literacy skills, role expectations, job preparation, how to
complete an application form and prepare for an interview and assessment centre.

n The Diversity Unit regularly attends recruitment events to market the range of roles within
Northumbria Police. Such events attended in 2006-07 include the Newcastle Mela and
Chinese NewYear.

What will we do next?
In order to achieve this Strategic Aim we will:

n Promote a culture that values difference and maintains the trust and confidence of staff and
the public both in the workplace and in service delivery through integrity, transparency,
consistency and fairness;

n Review and improve recruitment of all under-represented people within our organisation to
embrace diversity and value difference;

n Focus on the recruitment of police staff as well as police officers from under-represented
groups and the opportunities arising from a range of police staff roles that will become
available as a result of workforce modernisation; and

n Review and improve our policies, procedures and practices to ensure they are accessible
and effective for everyone and support our commitment to work-life balance.

We expect to improve training, recruitment, retention and diversity of our staff in order to
provide a comprehensive service to the public.

Staff Management

What have we been doing (2006-07 at a glance)?
We want the public to be served by a well-trained and motivated workforce that is
representative of its communities.

Initiatives in support of this aim, over the last year, include:

n Increasing the number of Neighbourhood Policing Officers to supply a visible and
reassuring presence on the streets in our communities;

n Introducing new police staff roles into custody suites to reduce the amount of police officer
time spent on post-arrest activities. They also support the management of offenders following
their release from custody;
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n Improving the resources in our Occupational Health Unit (OHU), providing earlier
intervention through a revised Attendance Management procedure and a centralised Human
Resources Management System (HRMS) thus, continuing to reduce police officer absence
levels and medical retirements; and

n Saving approximately £2m in cashable savings, which has released the equivalent of 176
police officers for front-line policing duties as part of the Criminal Justice Management of
Offenders project

What will we do next?
We intend to create a culture of learning and self-improvement in which the contribution of
everyone, officers, police staff and volunteers, is fully recognised and used in the delivery of
visible and accessible front-line services.

Northumbria Police realises its staff is its key resource and that, from time-to-time, they are
affected by stressful and demanding situations. We aim to provide help and support to all our
employees by recruiting more trained therapy staff as well as bringing in mental health
professionals to direct and deal with particular cases.

STRATEGIC AIM 7
Creation of a Diverse, Effective and FlexibleWorkforce
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STRATEGIC AIM 7
Creation of a Diverse, Effective and FlexibleWorkforce

Performance andTargets
Performance information contributes to a range of statutory (SPI) and local performance
indicators (LPI). The indicators that are used to measure success in the creation of a diverse,
effective and flexible workforce are shown in the table.

Annual target has been met or exceeded.

Annual target has been missed, however performance has improved on the previous year.

Annual target has been missed and performance has not improved on the previous year or when
no target has been set; a deterioration on last year.

Applies to indicators where it is not appropriate to set a target or where data is not available.

Apr-Mar 20.4% 21.4% 21.0% 22.0% 23.0% 25.0%

Apr-Mar

2.45% 
cashable

and 3.68%
non cashable

3.33% 
cashable

and 3.97%
non cashable

To reduce
by 0.25%

To reduce
by 0.25%

To reduce
by 0.25%

To reduce
by 0.40%

To reduce
by 0.40%

To reduce
by 0.40%SPI 13b

Indicator Indicator Period Previous year Current year Target Target Target Target
Number Performance Performance 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10

2005-06 2006-07

Proportion of 
police recruits 
from minority 
ethnic groups 
compared to the 

SPI 3e (i) proportion of Apr-Mar 3.4% 2.3%        4.0% 2.4% 2.4% 2.4%
people from 
minority ethnic 
groups in the 
economically 
active population

Of the 
economically 
active population 

SPI 3e(ii) in the force area, Apr-Mar 2.4% 2.4%
the percentage 
from minority 
ethnic groups

Percentage of 
female police 

SPI 3g officers 
compared to 
overall force 
strength

Achievement Achievement Achievement
of cashable of cashable of cashable

Delivery of (1.5%) (1.5%) (1.5%)
SPI 12a cashable and and and and

non-cashable non-cashable non-cashable non-cashable
efficiency targets (1.5%) (1.5%) (1.5%)

efficiency efficiency efficiency
targets targets targets

Percentage of 
working hours 

SPI 13a lost due to Apr-Mar 4.4% 4.0%     4.3%
sickness per 
police officer

Percentage of 
working hours 
lost due to Apr-Mar 4.7% 4.6%    3.8%
sickness per 
member of 
police staff

Achievement
of cashable

(1.5%) 
and 

non-cashable
(1.5%)

efficiency
targets



It is important in judging our performance to see how Northumbria Police compares with its Most
Similar Forces (MSF)*.This information is presented below.

* Most Similar Forces (MSF) - Forces with similar geographic, demographic and socio-economic characteristics. Northumbria’s

MSF includes Cleveland, Merseyside, West Midlands, Greater Manchester, South Yorkshire and West Yorkshire.
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HOW WE COMPARE
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15.5%
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Damage

18.8%
12.5%
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HOW WE COMPARE

The table below compares Force and MSF performance.

+/- Confidence intervals are used to indicate the reliability of an estimate; as the measures are based on a sample rather than
the whole population. For example, a CI can be used to describe how reliable survey results are. All other things being equal, a
survey result with a small CI is more reliable than a result with a large CI.

Satisfaction of victims of domestic
burglary, violent crime, vehicle crime and
road traffic collisions with respect to the
overall service provided

Northumbria

82.8% +/-1.3%

MSF Comparison
PeriodIndicator

82.4% +/-0.4% Jan 06 - Dec 06

Jan 06 - Dec 06

Jan 06 - Dec 06

Jan 06 - Dec 06

Jan 06 - Dec 06

Using the British Crime Survey, the
percentage of people who think their local
police do a good job

Using the British Crime Survey,
perceptions of anti-social behaviour - %
with high levels of perceived anti-social
behaviour

Using the British Crime Survey,
perceptions of local drug use/drug dealing
- % who perceive that people using/dealing
drugs are a problem in the local area

Life threatening crime and gun crime per
1,000 population

58.3% +/-3.9% 49.6% +/-1.5%

19.1% +/-3.9% 21.2% +/-1.6%

28.7% +/-4.5% 32.1% +/-1.9%

0.4 0.8



What it costs to police Northumberland andTyne and Wear
For 2007-08, Northumbria Police Authority set a revenue budget of £270.1m, comprising
net revenue expenditure of £278.1m, offset by transfers from reserves of £8.0m. Last year the
revenue budget was set at £260.5m.

It is financed as follows:

Revenue Expenditure

The original estimates for how the revenue budget will be spent are as follows:
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION

Formula Grant

Precept

2006-07
£m

229.7

30.8

238.0

32.1

2007-08
£m

Employees

Pensions

Allowances

Premises

Supplies and services

Transport

Establishment expenses

Agency services

Miscellaneous expenses

Capital charges

Contingencies

Gross revenue spending

Income

Net revenue spending

Less appropriation from reserves

Budget requirement

2006-07
£m

192.9

41.3

5.7

9.4

10.0

6.1

9.1

6.5

6.8

9.0

4.5

301.3

34.7

266.6

6.1

260.5

205.6

44.1

5.2

9.6

11.2

6.8

7.7

6.8

9.2

7.5

4.0

317.7

39.6

278.1

8.0

270.1

2007-08
£m
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION

The 2007-08 budget will enable the continued development of policing and in particular
will support Northumbria Police in delivering its key strategies including:

n fighting serious and organised crime;
n improving policing at a neighbourhood level; and
n providing a Citizen Focused service.

Capital Programme
In addition to revenue spending, the Police Authority has a capital programme for 2007-08
amounting to £24.9m, with a further £52.8m budgeted in 2008-09 and £58.7m in 2009-10.
The funding for the 2007-08 programme comes from the Home Office in the form of a capital
grant and also from the Authority’s own resources in the form of capital receipts, capital reserves
and revenue contributions.

It is financed as follows:

The 2007-08 budget will enable the continued development of policing and in particular
will support Northumbria Police in delivering its key strategies including:

n Progress with its Estates Strategy Development Programme to ensure the estate remains fit
for purpose;

n Maintain and develop the existing computers and communications, including the upgrade of
the network and provision of a data storage solution; and

n Purchase additional vehicles to support its policing strategies and continue to replace vehicles
to ensure the vehicle fleet can operate to a high standard of reliability and performance.

Major building schemes

Minor building schemes

Computers and communication

Vehicles and equipment

Total

2007-08
£m

2008-09
£m

2009-10
£m

7.4

2.6

9.3

5.6

24.9

41.8

1.2

6.4

3.4

52.8

52.1

0.5

2.8

3.3

58.7
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Costing our activities

The distribution of area command expenditure in 2007-08 is expected to be as follows:

The expected distribution of departmental expenditure in 2007-08 is as follows:

Activity Based Costing has been used to determine the expected financial distributions
in this Plan.

FINANCIAL INFORMATION

Sunderland

South Tyneside

Gateshead

North Tyneside

Newcastle

Northumberland

%

20.3

10.8

13.1

11.5

24.3

20.0

Area Command

Command

Finance and Resources

Criminal Justice

Personnel and Training

Crime Department

Force Information and Intelligence Department

Community Engagement

Operations Department

Communications Department

Legal Services

Information Systems and Technology

Corporate Development

Professional Standards

7.0

15.9

11.4

18.6

7.9

1.2

12.1

10.3

0.5

7.9

3.1

2.3

%Department

1.8
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION

Enhancing Efficiency
All police authorities in England andWales are required to make year on year efficiency savings
and to reallocate those savings into frontline policing. For 2007-08 a 3% efficiency gain is
required, of which half the savings must be cashable.

Target savings for the period 2004-05 to 2007-08 are set out below:

Achievement of Plans to Date
The targets and savings have been successfully achieved in each year and the projected out-turn
for 2006-07 is expected to show savings in excess of the target by £10.55m.

Enhancing Efficiency 2007-08
The 2007-08 efficiency plan is based on budgeted net revenue expenditure of £278.14m,
resulting in a 3% efficiency saving target of £8.34m. Planned efficiency improvements totalling
£19.21m have been identified. This is £10.87m above the target level, thereby providing a
contingency in case of slippage.

Total Net
Revenue
Expenditure

Target

2004-05
£m

249.8

2005-06
£m

2006-07
£m

2007-08
£m

264.9 266.6 278.1

8.348.007.954.99

Cashable savings

Non cashable savings

Total

2004-05
Out-turn

£m

1.76

4.97

6.73

6.50

6.09

12.59

8.69

9.86

18.55

2005-06
Out-turn

£m

2005-07
Expected

Out-turn £m

Cashable savings

Estimated forward gains from 2006-07

Gains identified in year

Total

2007-08
£m

4.69

3.52

8.21
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Cashable Savings
Cashable gains identified for 2007-08 total £3.52m. The gains include efficiency improvements
anticipated from the Protective Services Review, the increase in the number of Community
Support Officers, and savings arising from the procurement of goods and services.

Non Cashable Savings
The non-cashable gains identified total £5.14m and include gains anticipated from the outcome of
the Protective Services Review and a further improvement to the Frontline Policing Measure.

FINANCIAL INFORMATION

Non cashable savings

Estimated forward gains from 2006/7

Gains identified in year

Total

2007-08
£m

5.86

5.14

11.00
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MAKING A COMPLAINT

Northumbria Police is a professional organisation which aims to deliver high
standards of service. However, there may be times when you are unhappy with the
way you have been treated or with the level of service you have received. If this hap-
pens you can make a complaint in a number of ways.

You can:

n Visit any police station and ask to see the duty inspector (you may have to make an
appointment) or call us on 08456 043 043 and ask to speak to the duty inspector for your
area. The inspector will then ask for the details of your complaint and complete a complaint
form with you. This form will then be forwarded to our Professional Standards Department
for recording and the allocation of an appropriate investigating officer.

n Make your complaint by fax, email or post to the Chief Superintendent, Professional Standards
Department, setting out, with as many details as possible, the circumstances of your complaint,
who was involved, dates, times and location of incidents etc. On receipt, the Professional
Standards Department will allocate the complaint to an appropriate investigating officer.

n Direct to the Independent Police Complaints Commission (IPCC) 90 High Holborn, London,
WC1 6BH by letter or by email at: enquires@ipcc.gsi.gov.uk or call 08453 002 002.

n Ask a solicitor or your MP to make a complaint on your behalf.

We treat all complaints about Northumbria Police seriously. All complaints about police officers
or police staff are overseen by the Northumbria Police Professional Standards Department.
Through working with the Chief Officers and the Independent Complaints Commission, under the
scrutiny of the Police Authority, the aim is to build confidence and trust with the public about how
we police ourselves.

As well as rigorously investigating the complaint itself, standards are maintained by:

n A Quality of Service Questionnaire which is sent to all complainants and the replies used to
improve our levels of service; and

n Every complaint or misconduct investigated is assessed to identify lessons learnt for
individuals and the Force.

We aim to put things right, quickly and effectively and to learn from previous complaints.



Contacting Northumbria Police
We want to make it easier for people to contact us. There are three phone numbers and a text
service you can use:

Call 999
If there is any danger or risk to life or a crime in progress.

Call 08456 043 043
For non-emergencies – this is a general number to contact the police and request information or
advice.

Text 07786 200 814
For non-emergencies.

Call 101
To report anti-social behaviour – this shared partnership line is confidential and available
24-hours a day to report anti-social behaviour and community safety issues to the police and
local council.

These include:

n vandalism, graffiti and other deliberate damage to property;
n noisy neighbours;
n intimidation and harassment;
n abandoned vehicles;
n rubbish and litter, including fly tipping;
n people being drunk or rowdy in public places;
n drug related anti-social behaviour; and
n broken street lighting.
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GETTING INTOUCH
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GETTING INTOUCH

Neighbourhood Policing
If you want to talk to police about local issues or problems, phone 08456 043 043 and ask to
be put in touch with your Neighbourhood Policing Team.

www.northumbria.police.uk
Our website is updated regularly. It offers:

n advice and news about what is happening in your area;
n the opportunity to leave feedback on our services;
n the opportunity to report non-emergency incidents online; and
n a Property Recording Service to record details of your valuables in a secure database.

If you have been a victim of crime you can obtain free and confidential support, information and
practical help fromVictim Support, an independent charity with local trained staff and volunteers
in your area. In most cases we will pass your details toVictim Support, unless you ask us not to.
To make direct contact, please telephone 0845 303 0900 or visit www.victimsupport.org.uk

Contacting Northumbria Police Authority
Tel: 0191 433 3000 and ask for the Police Authority.
Or Email us at: enquiries.npa@gateshead.gov.uk
You can find further information about the Police Authority on our website
www.northumbria-police-authority.org



GLOSSARY OFTERMS

Acceptable Behaviour Contract (ABC) - These are agreements intended to address anti-
social and offending behaviour and signed voluntarily by the individual offender and, usually, two
officers from either the local authority or Youth Offending Team and the police service. If
breached, an Anti-Social Behaviour Order may be applied for.

Alcohol Disorder Zone - A designated area requiring local licensed premises to financially
contribute to the cost of disorder

Anti-Social Behaviour Order (ASBO) - A court order allowing magistrates to prevent an
offender from doing anything described in the order. It is usually used to stop the individual from
going to a certain area or making contact with named people.

Area Command (A/C) - A unit of Northumbria Police responsible for the day-to-day policing
of a specified geographic area.

Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) - This is a group of chief officers from England
andWales who develop policing policy.

Association of Police Authorities (APA) - This is a group of police authority representatives
from England andWales influencing police policy nationally and locally.

Audit Commission - Government organisation which monitors how publicly-funded bodies
work.

Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) - An electronic facility that recognises
vehicle number plates linking them to crime databases to identify illegal activity.

Benchmarking - Comparison of service levels and ways of working.

BestValue (BV) - Government initiative aimed at improving the quality, efficiency, effectiveness
and cost of services delivered to the public.

Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear (CBRN) - Military term used to describe
nature of incident and the type of equipment to be used by the police.

Community Support Officers (CSOs) - Are an extended member of the police family with
specific police powers. Their main role is to increase visibility and reassurance to the public.

Control Strategy - Defines priorities and targets.

Crime and Disorder Reduction Partnerships (CDRPs) - The Crime and Disorder Act
1998 introduced a statutory requirement for certain organisations, such as local authorities and
police forces, to work together in partnership to reduce crime and disorder.
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Criminal Justice System (CJS) - Term used to describe the collective involvement of the
police, courts, and Probation Service etc.

Cross Regional Information Systems Sharing Partnership (CRISP) - This is a system for
sharing operational information between police forces.

Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) - This is an independent legal body which pursue
prosecutions on behalf of the Crown.

Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) - Genetic code contained in all living tissue, which we use to
identify offenders and their presence at crime scenes

DomesticViolence (DV) - Any incident of threatening behaviour, violence or abuse
(psychological, sexual, financial or emotional) between adults, regardless of gender, who are or
have been intimate partners or are family members.

Drug ActionTeam (DAT) - A partnership organisation which works to tackle drug use and
drug related crime in local communities.

Equality Impact Assessment - This is an analysis of policy to ensure it is not discriminatory.

Forensic Science Service (FSS) - The organisation responsible for scientifically examining
evidence on behalf of the police and courts.

Hate Crime - A crime where the offender’s prejudice against any identified group of people is a
factor in determining who is victimised.

Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary (HMIC) - This is a section of the Home
Office which inspects police forces and reports on their efficiency and effectiveness.

Home Office (HO) - Government department responsible for internal affairs in England and
Wales, including policing issues.

Independent Police Complaints Commission (IPCC) - This is an independent body which
oversees and manages all complaints made regarding police conduct in England andWales

Integrated Competency Framework (ICF) - The ICF will enable the Force and individuals
to improve the quality and consistency of performance and behaviour in jobs throughout the
police service.

Intelligence-led - The gathering and use of intelligence (information) to target
particular offenders or offences.
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Local Area Agreement (LAA) - A three - year agreement between Central Government,
Government Office North East and the local authorities and other key partners about priorities
for an area.

Local Criminal Justice Board (LCJB) - This board consists of senior police officers, the CPS,
Court Service and Probation Service etc, in partnership and are responsible for delivering
Criminal Justice in an area.

Local Strategic Partnerships (LSP) - Group established by local authority to bring together
different parts of the public sector as well as the private and business sectors.

Multi Agency Public Protection Arrangements (MAPPA) - An agreement across a number
of partners such as Police, Probation and Social Services, to manage the risk posed by violent and
sexual offenders.

Multi-Agency Approach - The term given to a number of agencies working together to solve a
problem.

Most Similar Forces (MSF) - Forces with similar geographic, demographic and
socio-economic characteristics. Northumbria’s MSF includes Cleveland, Merseyside,West
Midlands, Greater Manchester, SouthYorkshire andWest Yorkshire.

National Community Safety Plan (NCSP) - A document containing Government priorities
for policing and community safety.

National Intelligence Model (NIM) - This is a national model to standardise and improve the
management of intelligence information across all forces in England andWales.

National Policing Plan (NPP) - The National Policing Plan is released each year in November
setting out the Home Secretary’s policing priorities for all police authorities in England and
Wales.

Neighbourhood Policing (NP) - Policing a geographic area with a dedicated team.

Offences brought to justice (OBTJ) - This term is used to describe offences where the
outcome is either court proceedings, caution or penalty notice.

Partnership - A joint venture carried out by the police and other agencies.

Performance Indicator (PI) - A measurement of a defined part of policing that is being
monitored and assessed.

Prolific and other Priority Offenders (PPOs) - A defined group of the most
active offenders.
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Police Performance Assessment Framework (PPAF) - A framework developed to improve
the performance of the police service achieving reduced levels of crime and increased
community confidence. PPAF has been developed to reflect policing as a whole, to see whether
the lives of citizens have improved in any real or tangible way.

Policing Priorities - Broad areas of policing which are the focus for the year ahead.

Problem Solving Model - This is a style of policing which is designed to ensure that, as an
organisation, we liaise with local communities and react swiftly to their concerns by utilising our
own resources and by engaging local agencies.

Professionalising the Investigation Process (PIP) - This is a training programme aimed at
improving the standard of criminal investigation.

Protective Services - Police Forces protecting public from crime to terrorism.

Public Service Agreement (PSA) - These are broad targets set by central government to
improve the quality of life of people across the UK.

REACH (Rape Examination Advice Counselling Help) Centres - These are centres for
the care and assistance of people who have been raped or sexually assaulted.

Sanction Detections - Cases resulting in charge, summons, caution or penalty notices.

Serious Organised Crime Agency (SOCA) - This national organisation has been set up to
deal with very serious crime.

Sexual Offences Prevention Orders - Court imposed restrictions placed on people found
guilty of certain sexual offences in England andWales.

Statutory Performance Indicator (SPI) - These are measurements of certain parts of
policing devised by the Government.

Strategic Assessments - These identify longer-term issues as well as the scope of and
projections for growth in criminality and other policing concerns.

Target - The performance aimed for in specified areas.

Violent Crime (VC) - This refers to a number of violent offences including; murder, sexual
offences, robbery and violence against the person.

Volume Crime - These are the vast majority of crimes police deal with.

Youth OffendingTeam (YOT) - Members from different agencies who aim to break the cycle
of re-offending by providing support to both parents and the child.



Northumbria Police Authority
call (0191) 433 2094
www.northumbria-police-authority.org

Northumbria Police
In an emergency, if somebody’s life is in danger or a
crime is taking place

call 999

To report all other crimes or incidents,
or for general information and advice

call 08456 043 043
text 07786 200 814
www.northumbria.police.uk

For the deaf and hard of hearing

minicom 01661 820 915
text 07786 200 815

Contacting Northumbria Police Authority

and Northumbria Police

Produced by Northumbria Police Authority and Northumbria Police, June, 2007.
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